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I. THE PROBLEM 
A. Objective 
1. ! historical landscape review 
The purpose of this study is to determine the designed 
segments of the historical central oampus landsoape. This 
study will record the esthetic and funotional reasons tor the 
ma30r ohanges in this landscape, and it will indicate the meth-
od by which the ohange was achieved. 
As an act of conservat1on, this study will record his-
torioal landsoape designs w1th the intent that the ex1sting 
port1ons of these designs may generally f1nd a place in the 
developing university scheme. 
2. ! histor1cal landscape analysis 
The purpose is also to galn an understandlng of the 
historlcal landscape philosophy as an influence upon the con-
temporary landscape philosophy. As an analysis. this study 
will be oonoerned with the olarlty of the landscape as a visual 
expression of a ph1losophy. From a general po1nt of v1ew, th1s 
study will investigate the h1storical landscape as a foroe 1n 
developing a strategy for a future landscape concept. 
B. Scope 
1. Landscape 
In 1874 Professor H. H. McAfee, an early Protessor of 
Horticulture at the Iowa Agr1culture College. described the 
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landscape as "all that the eye takes in ot the oountry at a 
s1ngle view." (27, 1874, p. 69) 
A prominent landscape architeot of the earlJ' 1900's, Mr. 
O. C. Simonds, has noted of the landscape that 
It 1noludes all 1ntU vldual bUildings and the thorough-
fares that make them aocess1ble, all public grounds such 
as city squares, school and church yards, parks, ceme-
teries, railroads, r1ghts ot way, golf courses, nat10nal 
monuments, parks and torests, all streams, and lakes, all 
shores and all land upon wh1ch one may walk. It includes 
the atmosphere, w1th its r.a1n and sunshine, its togs and 
olouds. its hail and snow, its storms and calms. It 
comprises night and day and all the seasons. It includes 
the rocks, and all material and living things. (S7, p. 
1) 
He cont1nues by depicting the improved landscape as a 
Compos1t1on with lights and shades 1n proper relation to 
each other and with harmonious outlines and colors. 
(57. p. 8) 
The Head of the Department ot Landscape Arohitecture at 
Iowa state College trom 1923 to 1950, Professor P. H. Elwood, 
said of the improved landscape "that it is a medium ot refined 
pleasure in which land and landscape are made fit for human use 
and enjoyment." (17. p. 3) 
Tbe landscape is a view which stretches to the distant 
horizon; 1t is esthetic. The landscape is lights and darks; 
it is a composition. The landscape is a movable mass; it is 
sculptural. The landscape is a surface plane; it is geometric. 
The landscape is defined by natural and man-made elements; it 
1s a space. The landscape is an efficient plan; it is tunc-
tional. The landscape is made tit for human use and enjoyment; 
it is deSigned. The landscape has human influence; it is an 
env1ronment. The landscape has moral, poll tical, and even reli-
gious values; 1t 1s a 11terary metaphor. The landscape has 
baslc human meaning; it is philosophical. The landscape con-
veys a spec1al meaning to a large number of people who share 
the culturel it is an 1mage. The term landscape as it is used 
1n th1s study 1s all of the above; it is historical. 
2. Central oampus 
For the purpose of this study the physioal limlts of the 
Iowa state University central oampus w111 be the area bounded 
on the north by the Northwestern Railroad traoks, on the west 
by Sheldon Avenue. on the south by Linooln Way, and on the 
east by the Squaw Creek flood plain. However, since the ap-
proaoh to this study is primarily visual the insoribing bound-
ary lines are to be understood as representative lines drawn at 
a plaoe where the visual limits begin to fade out. With this 
interpretation the study will exoeed the physioal limits of the 
oentral oampus to inolude the immediate surrounding oommunity 
as it beoomes relevant to the significanoe of the oentral 
oampus landscape. 
3. Periods 
The landscape development of Iowa state University has 
been a cont1nual prooess. Investigat1on, however, has suggest-
ed a rhythmic development prooess, exhibiting with a greater or 
lesser amount of oonsoious thought, ohanging oondit1ons and 
ideas. The method whioh is used to distinguish the change is 
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to general1ze the landsoape in terms of broad des1gn conoepts. 
I h~ve ~ound in the landscape developnent of Iowa state Unlver-
sIt7 six distinot design ooncepts and, res~eotively, six his-
torical periods of landsoape development. 
At no time has anyone person been totall~ responsible 
or effeotive in directing every detail in the development of 
the University landscape. Sometimes decisions whioh have af-
fected the landsoape were made by persons laoking either oon-
viction or understanding of the landsoapel other times deoi-
sions which have affeoted the landscape were the result of 
polit1cal activ1t, or eoonomio inaotivity! However, Iowa State 
Univers1ty 1s fortunate in ha'Vlng a history of almost continu-
ous servioe by persons who were conoerned about the exoellenoe 
of the la~dsoape, and by persons who were able to give human 
meaning to a landsoape bf developing an interpretation of 
exoellenoe 1n terms or a designed landsoape. 
~ 
Land and planting des1gns are important records of the 
development of Iowa state University and its oulture. lher~ 
remains in many seotions of the University the work of major 
landsoape arohiteots and landsoapa,gardeners. -SUrviving tea-
tures of otherwise discarded overMall plans, des1gns for major 
parks. malls, and boulevard systems are examples of this sort 
of heritage. Some of the men who oreated these deSigns are 
A. J. Downing as interpreted by Dr. A. S. Welch. John Charl~s 
------------_. -.--~------~--~--~~----~~----------
2lmsted, a~d O. C. Simonds. They ra~k soong the more 1mpor-
-
tant creative people of their gen~rat1on; the1r warks are 
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particularly suscept1ble to eradication. Great care will be 
needed to prevent the disappearance of their contributions from 
the Univers1ty's landscape. 
The concept tor the landsoape deSign of the first 
development per10d was based upon a des1re for human soale and 
harmonious relationships on an infinite prairie surface. The 
deSigners for this development period were Professor R. H. 
MoAfee of Hortioulture and Dr. A. S. WelohLthe first presi-
dent of Iowa Agrioulture College. Professor MoAfee was a 
m1nor des1gner and was important pr1noipally for h1s effort in 
developing extensive nurseries on the College grounds. The 
~lnglpal deSigner for thls perlod was PreSident A. S. Weloh. 
~ , 
President Weloh inoreased the perceptual interest of the 
Iowa prairie by oomposing natural landsoape elements on the 
college grounds so as to form a serles of pastoral p1otur~s. 
He also edited a very high-quality rural newspaper. In es-
senoe, this paper was an enoylopedia of ~countr.y life"; it was 
published monthly in Cedar Rapids and had a state-wide distri-
bution. BY manlfesting his landscape theorles in this paper, 
he beoame a orusader in the state of Iowa for an ideal pastor-
2 
al land~pe of harmonlous relationships and piotoral inter-
, 4 
est. 
The importance of President Welch as a landscape de-
Signer was establlshed through both hls philosophleal convle-
-
tion and hls oreatlve abllitz. He regarded the landscape as a 
un1que deslgn medium. Importantly, he also regarded the 
6 
landscape as an environment and, therefore, bas1c in lts human 
influenoe and meaning. 
Most of the documentation for th1s period came from 
original and published addresses, art1cles, and leotures by Dr. 
A. S. Weloh and H. H. MoAfee. Other dooumentat1on oame from a 
wealth of publicatlons contemporary to Pres1dent Welch wh10h 
dealt with "country lite." However, by far the most important 
outside documentat1on came from two volumes by the t1rst pr?m1-
nent Landsoape Gardener* 1n the United states, Mr. A. J. Down-
___ • f I 
ing, ! Treatise ~ ~ Theorl ~ Practice 2! LandscaEe Garden-
intI publisbed 1n 1859 and Rural; Essays publ1shed in 1=~=6~9A::.. 
Pres1dent Welch SJ,d pot document any of his 1ettersl however, 
he did e~ploy enough sp1rit and tern1nology so that I was able 
to COnolude that 1n actual1ty much of Pres1dent Weloh's visual 
r-= :> 
philosophy and manner of expression were a posit1ve refleot1on 
of the works by A. J. Downing. _ 
Pres1dent A. S. Welch began to work seriously on the 
.. 
grounds of the Iowa Agriculture College 1n the spring of 1869 • 
By the m1d 1870's he had oreated an extensive natural park • 
.. 
Th1s park ex1sts today as a mature express10n of a piotor1al 
-
compos1t1on. As it exists today, 1t is a foous of the Iowa 
----------. ? 
• 
State Univers1ty central campus. In the ex1st1ng oollege land-
.. 1 
soape, this park is a basio physioal struoture and an image of 
~ . 
*In 1899 the profess1on adopted the name landsoape 
arch1tect. 
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landsoape. 
The amount of time that Pres1dent Welch could spend on 
the development of the College landscape dim1n1shed towards the 
l880'~ nevertheless, he oontinued to be effect1ve in a ~~jor1-
ty of the des1gn decis10ns until ~884. DUring the acade~lc 
year 1883-1884, Dr. A. S. Welch was removed from the College 
presidency and, although he d1d rema1n on the teach1ng staff 
r l 
until his death in~1889J it 1s doubtful that he played any part 
1n the expans10n program of the 1890's which was in the plann1ng 
stages pr10r to his death. 
The concept for the landsoape design of the second 
development period, when applied, was based upon ~ desire for 
convenience and foreground var1ety. The representative des1gn-
F I 
er tor this period was the President ot Iowa state College of 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts from 1891 to 1902, Dr. W. M. 
BeardshearA 
President Beardshear established a national reputation 
tor the College and its work. He also established strong 
finanoial support with the state legislature through b1s earne~t 
and powerful personality. 
The importanoe of Dr. W. M. Beardshear as a landsoape 
designer was his oontrasting philosophical oonviotioas. On one 
hand he had an adamant regard for a rural state of being as an 
ideal, while on the other hand he regarded a new era ot the 
great i~dustrial empire as an 1deal. Bis o9ntrast1ng,ph1loso-
phles set the stage for a ~andscape paradox wh1ch was to follow 
8 
him. 
The dooumentation for this period oame from the recorded 
m1nutes of the Bu1lding and Grounds Committee and from a publ1-
cation of Dr. W. M. Beardshearts writings entitled A Bol Again 
~ Other Prose Poems. Other documentat1on came from publica-
tions oontemporary to the period and included wr1tings of the 
noted English Landscape Gardener, J. c. Loudo~ 
Between 1883 al"J.d 1906 the College experienoed a rapid 
expans10n of 1ts physical plant faci11ties and student enroll-
ment*. Th1s early landscape development came at a time when 
there were many who professed the rural environment as an ideal 
and st1ll many more who professed the de11ghts of ~ park-like 
college. There were, however, few who professed any des1gn 
r-= 
theor1es to gu1de deoisions which affeot the landscape. As a 
result many of the landscape changes whioh came about during 
th1s development period were ohanges of exped1ency rather than 
of design. During the first part of this period the College 
administration was under-going sporadic change and alteration. 
In faot, there were times when the College presidency ohanged 
hands several t1mes dur1ng a s1ngle year. 
By the t1me that Dr. W. M. Beardshear beoame pres1dent, 
many of the la~dscape changes of h1s per10d had already oome 
about. He is important, nonetheless, because it was his 
*The stu~ent enrollment in 1883 was 282, and the enroll-
ment in 1906 was 1,616. 
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plann1ng which was to in1tiate a llew era of classioism in the 
College's landscape develo~ent. After eleven years of ded1cat-
ad servioe he died at the height of his oareer. 
The oonoept tor the landsoape deSign of the third devel-
opment period was based upon a desire tor a geometr1c expres-
• F 
!ion of olassioal d1sn1ty and noble character~ ~le princ1pal 
designers for this period were Landscape Architects Mr. John 
• 
Charles Olmsted and Professor A. T. Erwin. At the suggestion 
of Professor Erwin, the College 1nvited the noted Landscapo 
Arohiteot trom Brookline, Massachusetts, Mr. J. C. Olmsted, to 
v1s1t the College and to prepare a report discussing its proba-
-- ----. -- --- -- - - - ----- - ------ -
ble future requi~~ents. After viSiting the College 1n the 
spr1ng of ~Q6 ~nd conferring with the administrat10n and 
members of the faculty and board of trustees, Mr. Olmsted sub-
m1tted h1s report on June 2, 1906. The or1ginal report. was a 
tNe1ye-pags_document whioh briefly 1nterpreted the historical 
landscape as a design ooncept. The report went on to establish 
the terms b1 whioh a oontemporary landscap~ concept should 
relate to the historical landsoape development. The College 
did not negot1ate with Mr. Olmsted for any add1tional services. 
nlring the years wh10h followed the 1906 development 
report there oocurred a major expansion of the College's physi-
oal plant facil1ties. The result1ng landsoape change was d1-
reoted by the deoisions of the BUilding and Grounds Committee 
and. particularly, by Professor A. T. Erw1n,who was a member of 
that Committee. Several of the immediate landscape ohanges 
10 
were baaed upon a direot applicat10n of speoif1c recommenda-
tions established in Mr. Olmsted's developnent report. However, 
later landscape ohanges and proposals for future development 
were the result of interpretation and modification of Mr. 
Ol~sted'! general design concept. 
- Professor Erwin and the BU1ld1ng and Grounds Committee 
d1rected the placement of olass1cal buildings on ! symmetrical 
axis so as to force reoiprooal views of a building of "stately 
-
proportions, artistio design, and enduring strength. u (1. p. 
xxi) They also developed plans and stud1es for architectural 
entrances and for an efficient flow of motor traff1c. 
The importance or ~ofessor Erwin and the Bu11ding ~nd 
Grounds Committee_as !andscape des1gners was primar11y the1r 
enthusiasm for a des1gned landscape. They regarded the land-
soape as a des1gn medium capable of express1ng an appearance of 
worthy oharaoter and order1l relat1onsh1ps. 
The documentation for this period came from John Charles 
Olmsted's 1906 development report. from reoorded minutes,ot the 
-
BUilding and Grounds Committee, and from plans, letters, and 
articles by Professor A. T. Erwin. Other documentat1on oame 
trom F. L. Olmsted's book ent1tled Forty Years 2t Landscape 
Arohiteoture and from the writings of the noted Architect 
Dan1el Eu~ entitled ~ 2t Ch1oago. 
The BUild1ng and Grounds Committee has actively partici-
pated in decisions whioh affected the landscape throughout the 
history or the College. Nevertheless, it was during the third 
11 
deve1o~~ent period. 1906 to 1916. that this Committee beoame of 
~ 
major importanae in ito influonce on 1mportant landsoRue denl-
~ 
slons. Thls Comn1ttee and, partioularly one of its members, 
Professor A. T. Erwin, believed in the orderliness proposed for 
..::.. 
the College in Mr. Olmstedts report. It was their encouragement 
whioh initiated the concept for a functional as well as a geo-
metric relationship between college buildings. 
The concept for the landsoape design of the fourth 
? 
development perIod was based upon a desire for a sequential 
expression of middle and foreground fOl~S. The designers for 
this development period were pre L. H. Pammel of BotmlY apd 4 
. 
Landsoape Gardener O. C. Simonds of Chicago. Dr. Pammel lias a 
c 
m1nor designer and was important pr1noipally for h1s effort to 
establish within the College environment natural botanical 
preserves. The prinoipal designer for this period was Mr. O. 
c. S1monds. 
In 1914 or early 1915, Mr. LaVerne W. Noyes of the class 
• t 
of 1672 !Uade an offer to the College to donate a substantial 
sum of money for the purpose of e~ploying a landscape garden-
er* fro!I1 Chioa.go. l"tr. O. C. Simonds. Mr. Simonds lIas to fUr-
nish landsoape plans for the College grounds and for a proposed 
lake. 
*Although the profession had adopted the name landsoape 
arch1tect, Mr. Simonds preferred to be called landsoape garden-
er. He felt that landsoape gardener was a more fitting term 
tor a profession which he regarded as a tine art 8S opposed to 
an engineering scienoe. 
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The College to11owed up on Mr. Noyes otter and engaged 
Mr. S1monds for h1s profess1ona1 des1gn serv1c~s. Dur1ng the 
years 1915 and 1916, he spent oons1derable tlme on the Iowa 
state College grounds deve1op1ng hls conceptlon tor an lmproved 
landscape. The method whlch he used to put h1s landscape des1~ 
1nto etfect was to personally d1rect the 1andsoape construot1on 
~ :::::> 
rather than to furnish deta11ed construction draw1ngs. 
Mr. Slmonds 1nit1ated the use ot plant materlals to 
-
create a landscape trans1tion of soft edg§s. He also molded 
natural landscape elements to create a sense ot antlc1patlon 
and movement. 
The importance of o. C. Slmonds as a landscape des1gner 
j 
was established 1n the same manner as Pres1dent Welch through 
both h1s ph1losophlca1 conviotion and hls creatlve ability. 
He was a orusader for naturallstlc 1deal~. He regarded the 
"special role of the landscape gardener or landscape designer 
as a protector of the appearance of the great out-or-doors." 
(57-cover) 
The dooumentatlon for th1s perlod came from Mr. O. c. 
Slmond's letters, pub11shed artlc1es, and from his publlshed 
book entitled Landscape Gardenlns. Other documentat1on came 
trom publ1shed artlcles and lectures by Dr. L. H. Pammel. 
The majorlty or Mr. Slmond's work on the Iowa state 
I 
College landscape was done ln the viclnlty of what ls now Lake 
LaVerne. Although he gave consultlng advice on the al11gnment 
ot some of the roads adjacent to the lake area, his prlncipal 
13 
service was the supervision of the lake construction and the 
direction ot the mass plantings of shrUbs and small trees ad-
jacent to the lake. 
MUch of Mr. O. C. Simond's landscape design was rela-
tively short lived. B1 the mid 1930's the lake had been re-
modeled and the mass plantings had been removed. What remains 
ot his landscape design today 1s located in the foundation 
plantIngs adornIng the major classical buildings. As these 
foundation plantIngs exIst today they are overgrown and unrelat-
, ~ 
ed. At best they express a shoddy pIcturesque quality. 
-
Mr. Simond's original landscape design was muoh broader 
-
in its expression. It wa~~ pedestrian experienoe Qf soulp-
tural form! and ~eguential spaces created by an integrate4 
massing of eye-level plants with buildings, earth, and wa;er 
..Qll tl1nes. -.. 
The concept for the landscape deSign of the J'lfth. 7 
development period was based upon a desire tor landscape unlts 
ot obvious precision reflective of urban sophistioation and 
culture. The deSigners for this development period were Pro-
fessor P. H. Elwood, Professor R. R. ~othaoker, and Professor 
A. H. Kimbaj.l. This period began a new era in which landscape 
changes were guided by permanent design or planning consult-
ants, The professional design oonsultants were engaged on a 
--part-time basis and oame from the teaching staff of the depart-
ments of arohitecture and landsoape archItecture. 
The design consultants and, particularly, Landscape 
14 
Arohitect P. H. Elwood, developed plans for an inter-connecting 
system of symmetrical and asymmetrical landscape spaces or 
outdoor rooms. They also developed plans and studies for a 
hierarchy system of roads and related parking areas. 
In general, the importance of the part-time design con-
sultants as landscape designers was their oreative and produc-
t1ve ab1lity. They regarded the landsoape as a unify1ng de-
sign medium capable of relating indoor and outdoor exper1ences. 
The documentat1on for th1s period came from reports and 
plans prepared by the part-time des1gn consultants and from 
art10les and leotures prepared by individual design oonsult-
ants. Other dooumentation oame from writ1ngs contemporary to 
the period. 
The landsoape designers tor this period began to funo-
tion as a part-time collabOrative des1gn team dur1ng the early 
1920's. However, it wasn't until the Depression and war years 
that the design consultants were able to oontribute more than 
exper1enced op1nion. W1th the event of depression and war, the 
des1gn consultants had a reduced teaching obligat10n. They 
were able, therefore, to devote an 1noreased pr~portion of 
the1r t1me toward developing landsoape designs and plans. 
Importantly, they not only had increased time to spend on land-
scape deSigns but they also had an increased budget. The 
result ot the inoreased planning and des1gning effort inoluded 
ooordinat10n and analyzat10n of data for a College Master Plan 
~nd Report and design, construotion, and maintenance of major 
15 
landsoape ohanges. 
The landscape changes construoted during this per10d 
were bold design statements. They were also des1sn statements 
".....".,. .... 
which could be eas11y comprehended and, respectively, read11y 
preserved. They exist today as well-defined outdoor rooms or 
( 0 
spaoes. However, as they exist they are only vaguely related 
to the total central campus landsoape. In the or1ginal land-
soape plan, the existing rather small landscape spaces li'ere to 
be units within a much larger and grander landscape space. The 
total of the central campus landscape spaces was to be unif1ed 
through a geometr10 relationship. 
The oonoept for the landsoape design of the sixth de-
velopment period is based upon a desire to-perpetuateJs 
pastoral landsoape in an inoreas1ngly oomplex university sche~. 
:::: 
The designers for this period are full-time architects and 
landsoape arch1teots. ~ey are staff personnel in the offioes 
ot the Supervising Architeot and superintendent of Grounds. 
Although each of the respeotive design offioes is pr1mar1ly 
oonoerned w1th keep1ng abreast of immediate landsoape ohanges, 
the offices function independently 1n the1r des1gn operat1on. 
The SUperv1s1ng Architeot's ottice is staffed with architects 
and the soope ot its work 1s prinolpally program ooordination 
and preliminary desIgn1ng tor new buildings. The SUperintendent 
of Grounds offioe 1s staffed with both arohitects and landscape 
architects, however, in th1s otf1oe the landscape architect is 
more d1reotly concerned with landscape changes. The scope of 
16 
the landscape arch1tects work 1s pr1ncipally des1gn of plant. 
ings adjacent to bu11d1ngs and supervision of plant material 
maintenanoe. 
Working at the soa1e of the individual projeot. the 
design personnel have doordinated architectural ooncepts and 
designed planting plans, at the Boale of the total central 
oampus. they have initiated a limited procedure for achieving 
landsoape unity. This procedure calls for a systemized 
arrangement of architectural forms and colors. suoh as all 
buildings facing the centra! campus park shall be symmetrical 
r • 
in form and gray in color. In addition. the procedure calls 
- ,--
for a structured division between geometric units. such as all 
-streets co~structed on a ninety-degree grid shall be uniformly 
lined with trees. 
h 
In general. the importance of the design perso~nel as 
landscape desig~ers has been their creative ability on an in-
dividual project basis. They have regarded the landscape as a 
surface deSign medium structured by a succession of natural or 
freely geometriC gardens. 
The documentation for this period came from personal 
interviews with the design person~el and from reports and plans 
prepared by the designers. Other documentation came from con-
temporary publications. 
The 1950's initiated a rapid increase in the Universi-
ty's landscape changes. To gUide these changes the University 
created line positions for professional design personnel. 
17 
profess1onal des1gners have employed part1cular1y bold design 
techniques in the realm of materials seleotion both architec-
tural and vegetative. They have created stark punotuations in 
a predominantly soft and f1ow1ng landscape. 
4. Maps and graphios 
To 1llustrate the landscape development, I have drawn 
maps, diagrams and perspective views for each ot the respective 
histor1cal periods. 
The maps 1llustrate 1n plan view the contours, roads, 
park1ng lots, paths, s1dewalks, athlet10 tields. bu1ldings, and 
decidious or evergreen trees. The interval between oontours is 
f1ve teet; the orig1nal soale was one inch equals one hundred 
teet. 
A survey ot the central campus completed in 1903 by the 
Department ot C1v11 Engineering represents the ear11est com-
plete map ot the college drawn with a degree of accuracy. 
Ear11er sketoh maps were prepared respect1vely 1n 1868, 1884, 
and 1891. These early sketch maps indioate topography, paths, 
roads, buildings, and plant materials. However, the location 
and extent of the landscape elements were roughly drawn and 
represent only an approximation of the actual landscape. 
These maps were used as a general reference source rather than 
an aotual data source. 
The map of the first period illustrates the landscape 
development up to the year 1884. The sources tor this map were 
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principally the 1903 su~ey. which was used as a base map, and 
early perspective photographs which were used to oorreot the 
base map to an 1884 landscape situation. The method of using 
perspective photographs to check and complete the accuraoy of 
the base maps was employed in each ot the respective develop-
ment periods; however, it was used principally to oorrect the 
extent and location of major plant materials. While th1s 
method represents an approximation, the overall effect of the 
correoted landscape map is several degrees more aocurate. 
Each of the suoceed1ng landscape maps was prepared 1n 
the same manner as the first map with the exception of the 
base maps which oame from profess1onal surveys contemporary to 
the development period. 
The perspect1ve views were adapted from historical 
photographs and were chosen to illustrate a partioular histori-
cal design concept. 
The diagrams and other graphio teohniques have been pre-
pared to give visual support to the narrative text. 
s. ~deal landsoape 
The founding of a new university or the planning for the 
new growth of an already established university aftords a 
challenging opportunity to evaluate the relat10nship between 
the phySical environment and the eduoational philosophy of the 
university. The most crit1cal deoision that a university oan 
make 1s the choice of what to study. Onoe it has ohosen to 
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pursue a particular field ot study it must appoint a statt, 
build up a library, possibly ereot a building and install 
equipment, allot this will probably commit the study perman-
ently. These are the events that are basic to the university. 
One involves the philosophy, the purpose, and the reason, the 
other involves the physioal environment, the real events that 
bOth sustaln and exalt. 
The universlty Is by its very nature and culture repre-
s~~ative of an ideal and an image of a noble aspect of life • 
.... 
Historically, Iowa state University Is unique in that it has 
$ ~ 
at ttmes communioated in broad visual terms an idealized image 
.ot lite in the state ot 109. This tradl tional ideal has been 
a concept ot a rural state of being and an image of a pastoral 
university landscape. But what abOut the future? What will be 
the image of the maturing University? Will it oontinue to 
express a pastoral form ot quiet rhythms and loose texture? 
Will it adopt an urban torm ot high density and extensive com-
plexity? What about the position ot the university as a world 
apart and as an oasis identlty separate from the surrounding 
community town? Is it of greater value to permlt the student 
a campus retreat, or 1s it more important to mix the student 
with the variety and liveliness of ta~n 11fe? 
These are some ot the deoisions whioh must be faoed today 
by Iowa state University and by the designers who seek solu-
t10ns to the University's development problems. '!he 4Ynthe-
sis of these problems 'nvolves the fundamental question of' 
.,.---
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tlhether Ol~ not the Uni versi ty '(>1111 oonstantly redefine i tsolt 
in tho broad terms neoessary to communioate a fulfillment of 
purpose in an ever-changing sat of oircumstanoes. 
The purpose of Iowa state University originated in his-
tor.y and has expressed an intent10n that the University should 
provide an exper1enoe of living as well as an opportunity for 
learning. Provided that the University is given the necessary 
. 
tunds, there oan be little doubt that it will continue to ful .. 
till this basic purpose by prov1ding an aoadem10 and social 
oommunity ot high standards to meet the needs of the state. 
BUt it the ends are obvious. then it must be the means whioh 
must be re-evaluated in an ever-changing set of Circumstances. 
What must be re-evaluated is not the purpose of the University, 
but rather the method or design by which the purpose has been 
or may be communicated. 
The products of engineering, arohitecture, and nature 
have been and will cont1nue to be combined to make up the Iowa 
state Un1versity landscape. In combination they are a large 
part of what we experience 1n the Un1versity; they prepare the 
plaoe tor the sequence of our activities. Within this com-
bination we do our work, research. or studies and strive to-
wards our ideals or just live out our habits. 
Ideally, a university landscape, in its interaction with 
its inhab1tants, would act as an indivisible whole within 
which no one element could be changed without having an effect 
throughout the entire landscape. Thus an 1deal landscape 
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oousi:3l.iS 
••• not just of buildings and streets. bUt a whole complex 
of struotures, natural torms, climate, texture, and de-
tall, above, below and at the ground surface. (39, P. 6) 
It oons1uts ot a purpose whioh generates a ohange within the 
context of a partioular set ot olroumstances--a ohange wh10h 
must be contlnually redefined in an ever-ohanging set ot 
circWlotances. 
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II. THE PERIODS OF WIDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT 
A. Plotorial Landsoape trom 1869 to 1884 
1. Designers 
Dr. A. S. Weloh wa.s a graduate of the University of 
Michigan, prino1pal of the state Normal Sohool in Ypsilanti, 
l{lohlgan. Un! ted states Senator from Florida, and President of 
Iowa Agriculture College. 
Professor H. H. filoA1'ee. of the Department ot Horticul-
ture at Iowa Agr1culture College, came to the college trom 
Freeport. Illinols. Be was a Vioe-pres1dent ot the Iowa Horti-
culture Soo1ety and had previously been an aot1ve member of the 
Illino1s Hort1culture Sooiety. 
2. ConoeI!~ 
For President Weloh the meaning in a landscape was 
centered in an esthet1c theory and, partioularly, 1n an esthet-
ic theory about the ,!ssenoe or spontaneous quality of natuz:e. 
The extent of his esthet1c theory was large and all consuming. 
It was the total of the physioal college, or as he would like 
to have perceived it, the total of a rural country-side. He 
conceived the landsoape as an environmental compOSition in 
whioh a harmonious relationship between man and the natural 
world had been estab[ished. 
At the level of the oollege community, President Weloh 
manifested his esthetic oonv1otion through college instruotion 
and through actual landscape oonstruction. The effect of this 
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man1festat1on was the creation of an extensive natural land-
scape on the College grounds, and the creation of a College 
curr1culum offer1ng one of the first college courses 1n land-
scape gardening in the Un1ted States. 
At the level of the state community, President Welch 
manifested the same esthetic conviction through addresses and 
editorials directed to rural Iowa homes. The effect, however. 
of President Welch at this level seems very dubious. Indeed, 
esthetic conviction at the public level traditionally has 
resulted in an eternal conflict between beauty and economic 
utility. 
The in1tial event 1n President Welch's esthet1c theory 
was the rural home and the Iowa pra1rie. Significantly. he 
understOOd the home to be the total1ty of l1fe's express10n. 
He states of the homel 
It is the moral which makes or mars the full stature 
of a spIritual man, that it 1s the intellect that crowns 
or cramps the power ot thought; that it is the social 
where our first small words and our last sighs are 
heard; and that it is the material structure and environs 
on which the eye falls and the hand touches. (27. 1875, 
p. 165) 
The intellectual concept of this home totality could be 
extended to volumes. PreSident Welch, however, chose to in-
tenSify his attention on the field of vision narrowed to the 
material features of the home and, particularly, on a Single 
vital element in the field of vision, that of beauty. 
It is the useful in this world that sustains us; it is 
the beautiful that exalts US. The useful suppl1es our 
inevitable necessities and multiplies our comforts. 
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The beautitul rounds out our oharacter into the fullness 
of torm and gives to our moral and intelleotual strength 
the ref1ning and finishing touches. It is the tull 
rounded intellect that regards beauty and ut11ity as the 
complements of eaoh other and equally 1ndispensable to 
a large, true l1fe ••• our capaoity to perceive. to pur-
sue, and to gather beauty w1thin ourselves, 1s l1m1ted 
only by the measure of our esthetio sympathy and the 
reaoh of our 1ntelleotual vision. (27, 1816, p. 172) 
Each objeot we see is 1mmediately passed upon as 
standing somewhere 1n grade between the extremes of 
beauty and ug11ness, and the gauge by whioh it 1s 
plaoed 1n the scale is determined, in some prior con-
ception of perfeotion 1n that objeot. An objeot never 
before seen, new 1n all 1ts elements, cannot be e1ther 
beautiful or ugly to us, it 1s only a novelty, and 
exoites more or less of curiosity or wonder, unless it 
may 1n some degree resemble some other objeot upon whioh 
we may have passed judgement with regard to appearanoe, 
but so soon as the mind decides the question whether it 
be perfeot, or 1n any degree less than perfeot. we can 
try it as to its beauty. (21. 1874, p. 70) 
No extended observation is required to reveal that 
beauty 1s an essential element in the human soul. 
Indeed it is far from extravagant to say that our very 
oivilization depends on the constant presence and oon-
trolling power of moral and material beauty. For if man 
tinds his habitation in any of those desolate regimes 
where bleakness and sterility reign supreme--where no 
flowers, fruits, or toliage rel1eve the monotony of the 
desert, he beoomes a ferooious savage or wild and 
wander1ng Arab. (27. 1816, P. 173) 
In truth you will search to find, on the round earth, 
human beings, high or low, barbarous or cult1vated, that 
do not, in a cond1tion of sanit~, shrink from deformit~ 
and oleave to beauty. (27. 1815, p. 165) 
It is, therefore, one of the soundest arguments in favor 
of eduoation, that proper mental training furnishes in-
cidentall~ a great inorease of the purest human happi-
ness 1n a better conoeption of perfection and beauty. 
(27, 1874, P. 71) 
The argument that Dr. Welch is dramatizing here 1s, of , 
course, that we do not live by bread alone. In his letters he 
would quite often go to great lengths to establish the 10g10 
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for a matrix life of both objective and subjective reality. 
However, the important argument for this study is not the logic 
of beauty but rather the oonception of beauty--a conoeption 
which held harmony of rural landscape forms as an ideal. The 
beautiful landscape captured the essenoe of nature; it was the 
combinatlon of basl0 natural forms whioh were perpetual ln their 
deviatioa and whioh existed in oombinations whloh were always 
new. 
It is important to note here that the beautlful land-
soape was not a purely ecological landscape, but rather it was 
an improved landscape in which natural "elements of oomparison, 
of contrast, and of complementary form, color and position 
were used to supply natural deficiencies, while ugly, inharmo-
nious or superfluous objects were to be removed or marked." 
(27, 1874, p. 69) 
~ President Weloh's landscape composition had a two dimen-
Sional, pictorial quality, it was deSigned primarily to be 
viewed from oertain deSignated locations and, particularly, to 
be viewed from the rural dwelling. This leads back to his 
"home totality" theory and to a basic understanding of his con-
oeption of beauty. For President Welch, beauty was the absolute 
perfectio~ of a desire for a harmonious relationship between 
man's physioal environment and the natural physical environment 
and a harmonious farm was beauty; it was the realization of an 
admired ideal. 
The farmer finds in his life-work the unfailing resouroes 
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ot refined enjoyment. By the aid of the head and the 
hand he ls oonstantly oreating the forms of natural 
beauty whioh gladden his eye and oheer his heart, and 
this it is that renders tarm 11te, under its higher 
aspects, one of the truest lives that man can live. (27, 1876, p. 175> 
It was fitting that President Welch brought to Iowa 
Agriculture College a sincere desire tor an ideal farm land-
scape. only a few years before his inauguration as president 
a jOint governor's comnittee had submitted the following report 
regard1ng the condition of the grounds for the proposed model 
agricultural college and tarm: 
••• The story County site had s1x different varieties ot 
so11 representing the prevailing kinds in the state; 1t 
has more than fifty varieties of ttmber, shrubs and 
grasses; it has running water. and spr1ng and well water 
are in abundance; it has plenty of gravel, stone, and 
sand for brlck; it has high dr7 land, rolling olay, till 
bottom, sloughs. flat wet bottom. and timber bOttom, 
besides genuine prairie land. We know of no other 
available farm land in the state oombining so many lead-
charaoteristios of Iowa so11, and we are satisfied that 
the main object had in view by the framers of the organ-
io law was that the model agrloulture college should 
ha.ve so many leading oharaoterist1os of the lands of' our 
state as possible. (2. P. 240) 
The quality of a prairie landsoape which makes it so barren 
and monotonous is exaotly the quality whioh can make it so 
eXclt1ng tor a landscape designer. The prairie is considered 
by the landsoape deSigner ln the same manner that an empty 
oanvas is considered by the painter or a block of stone by a 
soulpture. It awaits an intellectual peroeption whioh has the 
power to compose it into endless varieties which "relieve the 
eye and quioken the fancy." (61, p. 67) 
Although the oollege forefathers may have chosen the 
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Ames slte tor its variety of land condltions, it would be tolly 
to infer that they desired the variety of land oonditions tor 
esthetic effect. More than likely, they chose the Ames slte 
for the variety ot agricultural experiments made posslble by 
the respectIve land conditIons. It remained tor PresIdent 
Welch then to turn dull and uninspIring experimental land into 
a beautiful college campus a."ld experimental farm. It was the 
variety of existing land condItions whioh provided many of the 
esthetic subtlet1es necessary tor Pres1dent Welch's landscape 
design. In tact. it was the subtle varieties of praIrie land 
condition which were the basis of his esthetI0 theory. 
He did not attempt to dIsguise or cover up the faot that 
Iowa was a prairie. Rather he tried to express the prairle 
character in a manner whloh would have human meaning and rele-
vance. How much happier is the prospect of a dIstant horizon 
where sunrise or sunset are framed Qy the "nearer view of wood-
land. stream, lakelet. bluft, hill, or valley." (61, p. 67) 
The prairIe served as both hIs teacher and hIs medIum of ex-
pression. 
-/ Iowa as found In a state of nature was all a. grand land-
~ scape. The airy undulations of surface, the irregular 
~ outlines of the island groves. and the irregular mean-
I dering of the streams, with their timber fringing, 
presents a mingling of the graceful. perfect and beautI-
\ ful, well caloulated to give lessons in the art ot 
\ natural gardening. (27. 1874, p. 80) 
There is evidence in PresIdent Welch's writings that he 
had been developing his poetic landscape ooncepts tor many 
years. EY the time he had become president of Iowa Agriculture 
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College he had probably been to EUrope several t1mes. As a 
. 
result he was fami11ar 1n detall wlth many at gurope's most 
treasured landscape gardens. He also had a scholarly knowledge 
1 
of most ot the published landsoape wrltings and theor1es of 
~------------~--------------~--~--~----------~---
both Europe and the United states. 
Although President Weloh had Visited European gardens 
designed 1n the Renaissance grand style, he was adamant in his 
reJeotion of these tormal or geometric landsoapes. He de-
soribes them as old landscape theories which were 
••• stiff, formal and angular. From beginning to end 
they are at war with nature. They looated the dwelling 
1n the oenter ot an unvarying plain; they cut a straight 
avenue from the publio road to the front entrance and 
bordered it wi th formal rows of trees. All roads and 
walks divided the grounds w1th geometric exactness into 
triangles, or squares or parallelograms. (61, p. 67) 
When it came to the non-geometric, anti-architeotural 
landsoapes he expressed an even greater vigor, however, this 
time with an about taoe. He expounded eloquent praise tor the 
naturalized landsoape whioh had been inherited tram eighteenth-
oentury English gentlemen. The English naturalized landsoape 
whioh President Welch so tully admired was a ttmeless park in 
which one might experience some ot the universal truths of 
nature. It was poetry in the torm 01" a landsoape scene and 
composed wi th a "painters eye for asymm.etrioal balanoe in 
depth, unity of character, harmony of color. and effects of 
light and shade." (34, P. 10) 
The natural landscape tradition was popularized in the 
United states by Andrew Jackson Downing in the 1840·s. In 1858 
Frederick Law Olmsted and calvert Vaux employed the natural 
landscape tradition in the design of New York Cityts Central 
Park; it has since been employed in the design of large metro-
politan parks allover the world. 
Inherent in the nature of the naturalized landscape is 
a unique quality which makes it a living tradition rather than 
a style. It provided a flexible basis for landsoape design. 
Although President Welch inherited his respect tor natural 
beauty trom the English, h1s own genious lay in his orgina1 
interpretation ot nature's sense of place. He employed a natu-
att1tude toward design; his design teohnique sought to express 
the individual charaoter of an Iowa prairie site. Bis poetio 
conoept ot the prairie landscape is partioularly well stated in 
the following excerpt trom his essay on Home Making. 
Nature loves curving lines, bounds her most beautiful pro-
ductions with curves and abhors a straight line as she 
abhors a vacuum. She ereots the tree with infinite vari-
eties ot shape, rounds its trunks and limbs w1th Circles, 
molds its tr1ut 1nto spheres, and outs its leaves into 
forms that fascinate the eye. She rounds every drop--
fits the rainbow to the band of the sky, and her winds 
forbid the very seas to rest with the plaoidity of a 
level surtace--their restless undulat10ns attest her love 
of ourves, and her prairies are. so to speak, the long 
swells of the sea so11d1fied. In innumerable creat10ns 
through untold ages; has nature expressed her aversion to 
the exaotness of geometrical forms and angles. Nature 
once heaved the oontinents above the superinoumbent ocean 
and run their bOundries where land and water met 1n ever 
varying lines. Then she lit her subterranean fires and 
bent the level surfaoe into all the countless diversit1es 
of hill and dale, mountain and valley. She sent innumer-
able springs bubbling up through orevioes and fissures of 
the rock, gathered their rills into brooks, the brooks 
into creeks, the creeks 1nto rivers; which following the 
winding sweep of great valleys, carr1ed their aocumulated 
burthen of waters to the ocean. She loaded her ponderous 
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Figure 1. Iowa Agr1culture College from 1869 to 1884 
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Figure 2. Sketoh Views of College from 1862 to 1884 
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10e-boats with fragments oleaved from vast preolpioes, 
bore them on the surglng waters of gigantl0 freshets, 
and dropped them upon the submerged earth 1n every diver-
s1ty of pattern and posture. W1th sun and ra1n, she 
pulverized the solld rook and turned it into soil, she 
breathed upon the dead mould with v1v1fying breath and a 
thousand forms ot vegetable 11fe, of trees and flowers 
and climbing Vines, sprang up to beautify the surface 
responsive to her call. Thus sunshine and ra1n. hill and 
valley and mountain, sky and cloud, trees, shrubs, grass 
and flowers. are the materials out of which nature 
oreates the landsoape; and what we have to do in beauti-
fying our grounds, is to study her methods and soruti-
nize them well. (61, p. 67) 
;. DeslS 
In the spring of 1869 Presldent Welch with the aid of 
some fifty oollege boys set to "transform. by suitable improve-
ments, f1fty or Sixty aores of orude pra1rie surface into wood-
ed lawns and so to surround the college building with a beauti-
ful and natural landsoape." (28, P. 184) There was a var1ety 
of existing timber in the College's bottom land adjaoent to 
Squaw Creek and on the bluffs of what is now Fammel Woods. 
However, the land surrounding what was later to become the 
oentral oollege oampus was 
••• everywhere oovered with wild grasses, unrelieved ex-
cept by the bUrdocks and other similiar weeds. No tree 
broke the monotonous soener.y save a few stnted soft 
maples 19'hioh, ~11 th tl'10 or three s11 ver poplars to impart 
variety, were planted in straight rows near the farm 
house. (28, p. 184) 
In 1869 the College physical plant consisted of a Farm 
House and a Main BUilding. The Farm House exists today in its 
original location, and in 1964 it was designated as a nat10nal 
monument. The Main Building oooupied the approximate site of 
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the present day Beardshear Hall. In 1902 this Ma1n BUilding 
was destroyed by fire. 
Before the aotual landscape construction was inItiated, 
PresIdent Weloh "oarefully devised a plan." (28, p. 187) 
This plan was "sketohed on paper and looated each tree as well 
as the roads, walks, and buildings." (28, p. 187) Soon after 
the plan was completed, work was begun on laying out and oon-
struoting "two roads running fron). the r·1ain BUilding; one to the 
Farm House on the left and the other to the highway on the 
right." (28, p. 186) These roads met the pressing necessity 
tor a regular means of passage for vehioles trom the Main 
Building to the Farm House and from both ot these points to the 
neighboring highway. Their construction involved unique inno-
vations; however, the esthetio theory which directed their 
course of traverse is of importance to this study. 
The approach road leading from the highway to the ~~in 
Building was regarded as the most important of the two routes. 
It was designed with proportionate breadth, size, and details 
so as to be in harmony with the dIgnity of the Main BUilding. 
The paint where the approach road was to start from the high-
way was chosen so as to offer a pleasant drive through the 
grounds before arriving at the Haln Building. The idea was 
J 
that the approaoh drive should generate interest in the proper- I 
ty by revealing, through sequential glimpses, the extent of the 
entire property. The same sequential idea was desired to 
dramatize the end objeot. the Main BUilding. In general, the 
I 
\ 
I 
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Main Building was approaohed from an angular direotion so that 
a complete notion of the building's size and charaoter could 
be tormed. It was partioularly desired that the Main BUilding 
should not be seen dur1ng the approach from so great a distanoe 
as to make it appear much less than it really was. Speoifical-
ly, the t1rst view ot the Main Building was to be from the 
'~ost pleasant pOint of Sight." (27, P. 71) 
In order to meet the esthetio desire for sequence and 
var1ety of exposure, the approach road was 1ntermittently 
curved with "easy lines." There were two basic principles 
wh1ch were adhered to in designing these curves. The first, 
that the curves should never be so great, or lead over sur-
faces so unequal, as to make it disagreeable to drive upon 
them, the second, that the road should "never ourve without 
some reason, either real or apparent." (28, p. 186) Some of 
the reasons whioh were aocepted for curvature of the Iowa 
College approach road were 
••• where the surface was level, an imaginary group of 
trees, to be planted thereafter, whose fanoied presenoe 
compelled a gentle deViation ot the road line, in order 
to avoid encountering it. The other consisted in diver-
Sity of surface lines presented in portions of the 
College grounds, when by the rules ot art the drive may 
make a more or less decided bend around the base of a 
hill which it should not climb. (28, P. 186) 
Simultaneous with the road oonstruotion, work was pro-
oeed1ng on the preparation of the grounds for immediate plant-
ing. Desplte only one plowing of the crude prairie soll, a 
varlety of small trees were set out so as to take advantage of 
the first year's growth. The proceedure of plowing the soil 
and planting trees became a series of operations which were 
oontinued until the "soil was reduced to the reqUisite oondi-
tion and tilth for the sowing of blue grass and the making of 
a lawn, and until the trees were set about the entire grounds 
in artIstically arranged groups." (28, p. 186) 
The plant materials whioh were set about the grounds 
during the early years of the College's landsoape development 
oame from local resources. P.articularly, a nursery adjoining 
the farm house supplied "several thousand soft maples, two 
years old, several hundred NOrway spruce, two and three feet 
high, and a lImited amount of other young evergreen stock." 
(28, p. 18S) The local nursery stock was abundant in number 
and very limited in varIety. To make up tor the lack at varie-
ty in nurser,y products, the Squaw creek bottom land was sought 
for its unlimited supply of natural saplings. PresIdent WelCh 
desoribed this bottom land as follows, 
Extending three quarters of a oircle around the College, 
half a mile distant. runs a belt ot native woods whioh 
presents, to this day, the fInest feature of the distant 
landscape. There are found, here and there, growIng In 
narrow glades or on borders exposed to the sun, multi-
tudes of trees which, In age and size, were suitable for 
the purpose at hand. These young offerIngs of the native 
timber, whioh were unstinted both in variety and number. 
included the Oaks, the lackories, the Ashes, Elms, 
r~ples, Walnuts, Poplars, Birches, Willows. Lindens. Dog-
woOd, Thorns, Looust--each of whioh showed. by compari-
son with the lofty forms ot the same varIety that towered 
above 1 t. what it would become when transplanted and 
grown under favoring oonditions. (28, P. 18S) 
DUring the initial halt-dozen years of landscape develop-
ment, thousands of trees from the nursery and the neighbor1ng 
woods were transplanted to available spots on the plowed 
ground. These trees prov1ded a form for the newly-developed 
Iowa Agr1culture College. The1r arrangement was accord1ng to 
esthetio theor1es developed by President Welch. Always the 
idea was to produce a harmonious env1ronment and at the same 
time to communicate a new life and sp1rit through variety and 
intr1oaoy. 
The leading element in his irregular arrangement of trees 
was the "group." The group was made up of olosely-planted 
trees whioh might compr1se a strand of three, a forest of 
several thousand, or any number 1n between. In general groups 
were oomposed 1nto sucoessions beooming first a mass, then a 
woods, and f1nally, a forest. All group1ng was made to reveal, 
as far as possible. two d1fferent effeots of oircumstance. The 
f1rst had to do with the 1mmed1ate effect of the trees wh1le 
they were still young. The second had to do with the remote 
effeot of the mature trees. One "requ1res a large proport1on 
of qu10k growing trees. and sets them at shorter distanoes 
apart w1th a v1ew to future thinn1ng with the axe. The other 
ut1lizes the slow growing, hardier trees, planted at wider 
intervals, suitable to the1r final s1ze, interspersed, how-
ever, with a fast growing var1ety of k1ndred form, to be re-
moved whenever orowdi~g w~Ould begin." (28, p. 188) 
Each ind1vidual group was oarefully arranged so as to 
av01d crowding the trees and, therefore, prevent1ng them from 
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becoming a olose regular "clump". What was desired in each 
instanoe was an easy-flowing outline of the group. SUch groups 
would be full of openings and hollows and of trees advancing 
before, or retiring behind each other; "all produotive of 
intricaoy. of variety, of deep shadows and brilliant lights." 
(28, p. 188) 
The primary objective which was necessary in the forma-
tion of groups 't:Ta8 to place them so that the whole would ex-
hibit the variety and intricacy found in nature. President 
Welch felt that the formulation of specific rules governing the 
placement of tree groups would only lead to the regular geo-
metric sameness wh10h he was trying to avoid. 
No 1nvariable rule oan be g1ven for the arrangement of 
trees on extensive lawns, since a variation of surfaces 
demands a variation of plans, rut 1n general lt may be 
sald that the first setting should extend along the roads 
and walks, ••• and orown the elevations wherever found. (28, p. 188) 
President Weloh sensed a pleaslng rhythm ln the wells of the 
pralrie surface, and he tried to preserve thls sense by plant-
1ng even the gentlest eminence thus 1ncreasing its apparent 
height, and importance. 
In order to maintain harmony within a group or through-
out a sucoession of groups, it became neoessary to organize the 
prooedure of selecting trees. This effort resulted 1n the 
formulation of three broad classifications cf character expres-
sion. The sameness of character that was desired 1n each in-
stance had to do. firstly, with the trees out11ne or silhouette 
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and, secondly, with its texture and color. The classif1cation 
was further ref1ned to include the difference of character 
expression wh1ch resulted from the use of a tree in a group 
rather than singly or vice-versa. The three divisions of 
character expression were "round-headed trees, oblong or 
pyramidal trees, and spiry-topped trees." (12, p. 103) The 
"round-headed" trees made up the largest divis10n and inoluded 
all those trees which had an irregular surface and varied out-
11ne, but exhibiting "in the whole a top ot head comparat1vely 
round, as the oak, ash, beech. and walnut." (12, p. 103) The 
"spiry-topped" trees had stra1ght leading stems and horiZontal 
branches which were comparatively small and tapered gradually 
to a po1nt. Most of the trees in this class were evergreens 
compr1sing "the spruoe and fir fam1lies, most ot the p1nes, the 
cedar, and among dec1duous trees, the larch." (12, P. 103) 
The "oblong-headed trees had heads ot toliage more lengthened 
out, more formal, and generally more tapering than round-
headed ones." (12, p. 108) The noblong-headed" trees had up-
right branches and tormed a con1cal or pyramidal mass ot 
foliage. The Lombardy poplar was cons1dered as representative 
ot this div1s1on. 
I have included the above terminology beoause it was 
frequently employed b1 President Welch to desoribe the oondi-
tion by which a harmonious group was created. This term1nolog7 
was directly inherited trom A. J. Downing; 1t is the terminol-
ogy which I will use to desoribe the original planting deSign 
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constructed on the grounds of the Iowa Agriculture College. 
President Welch desired to produce beautifUl variety 
whlch would neither develop into oonfusion nor verge into 
monotony. In order to achleve this goal he composed groups of 
trees which, firstly. communicated a leading expression of 
oharaoter and which, secondly, promoted variety through juxta-
poslng Of an 1ntermediate expreSSion of oharaoter. The leading 
character whlch he sought to express was that of a long-sweeplng 
11ne. The maple used alone would have aoh1eved thls effect; 
however, ln groups, maples alone produoe sameness. In order, 
therefore, to glve varIety he chose other trees which were 
dIfferent fro~ the maple ln some respeots and similar 1n others. 
On what ls now a central campus park, President Welch set 
out in irregular groups "round-headed" trees of maple and oak. 
Variety was achieved by combining and mingling with the "round-
headed" trees "spiry-topped" trees. An excerpt from a paper by 
A. J. Downing, perhaps, best describes the composit1on which 
may be seen trom the steps of Beardshear Hall. 
A tall laroh or two, or a few spruces rislng out of the 
oenter of an oak, maple group, give it 11fe and sp1rit, 
and add greatly, both by contrast of form and oolor, to 
the foroe of round-headed trees. A stately and regular 
scotoh, austrian, or white p1ne, or a few th1n groups of 
the same trees peeping out from the amidst, or border1ng 
a large mass of deciduous trees, have great power 1n 
add1ng to the 1nterest wh1ch the same awakens 1n the m1nd 
of the speotator. (12, p. 107) 
The grand purpose of Pres1dent ~';eloh's effort was the 
view from the front w1ndows of the Main BUilding. It was a 
v1ew of a wide surface partially broken up and divided by 
groups and masses of trees 1nto a number ot pleas1ng lawns or 
openings, d1ffer1ng in size and appearance, and produc1ng a 
beautiful scene either when seen from a given pOint or when 
exam1ned in detail. 
B. Garden Landscape trom 1884 to 1906 
1. Desiggers 
Dr. W. M. Beardshear was a graduate of Otterbein Univer-
sity, pastor of the United Brethern Church in Aroanun, OhiO, 
president ot western College in TOledo, Iowa, superintendent of 
schools i~ west Des MOines, Iowa, and president of the Iowa 
State College of Agrioulture and Mechanic Arts. 
2. ConceRt 
The emphasis of President Beardshear's landscape 1nvolve-
ment was 1n the realm of philosophical pr1nciples. He sought 
to def1ne the metaphysical properties of a sublime rural land-
scape and thus articulate the meaning of a rural lite. Only 
in a very limited sense did he begin to seek the deSign solu-
tions by wh1ch his rural principles might be ach1eved. Rather 
he created the opportunity and supported the efforts of others 
who sought the reality of landscape des1gn. 
The concept of landscape design for this period ~s 
loosely defined and never really became separated from the 
principle which generated 1t. The landscape and, spec1f1cally, 
the ruTal landscape was conoeived as a hygenlc norm in which 
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philosoph1cal benefits were der1ved trom a knowledge about 
rural resouroes, and phys10al benefits were derived from the 
perfo~ce ot rural skills. 
Sc1ence and teohnology were rapidly making the rural 
landscape convenient and totally accessible. They were putting 
within the reach ot mankind an environment restrained by 
neither the hardships of wl1d nature nor the contaminat1on of 
high density. The rural landsoape was seen as a happy med1um 
in which the resources of both man and nature had been qu1etly 
and neatly d1stributed for the betterment ot health and con-
venience. 
One of the most desirable possess1ons in the rural 
environment was a garden. The garden otfered the opportunity 
to watch and compute the progress of vegetation as well as the 
opportunity to arrange the vegetation to achieve the subtle 
effeots of art. The enjoyment resulting trom the possession ot 
a garden was oentered in the endless variety whioh it produoed, 
e1ther by the "perpetual progress ot the vegetat1on, or by the 
almost innumerable kinds ot plants which could be ra1sed. ft 
(29. p. 415) The garden was the so1ent1f10 cumulat10n of a 
knowledge about the nature of nature; it was a foous ot nature's 
resources, and it was a focus whioh was regarded as 1nherently 
beaut1fUl. 
The natural elements desired for the rural garden 'were 
primarily the quick-growing plant materials such as tlo~erRt 
shrubbery, vegetables, and some trees. Trees were desired to 
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enclose the garden or to increase its vertical dimens1ons; how-
ever, these des1res were ot secondary importance. What was of 
greatest interest 1n the rural garden was the perpetual change 
exhib1ted by the plant mater1als trom season to season and from 
year to year. President Beardshear often wrote about this 
particular quallt7 ot nature. 
Eaoh variety or plant is grouped by i tselfJ the tall-
growing plants are surrounded by the low ones. The 
plants are selected so as to have the longest duration 
of flowers and foliage through the varied parts ot the 
season. The spr1ng flowering bUlbs are first used treely 
and then give way to flowers or later production. Dutch 
bUlbs are interspersed with hyacinths, scillas, naroissi, 
anemones, tulips, and crocuses... But it will be of no 
use to make an effort in this direct10n without proper 
preparation ot soil, a fair knowledge of the nature of 
the plants themselves. and a due regard for their culture 
and training when planted. (1, P. lSS) 
It was not discouraging that a certa1n amount ot simple 
or rude labOr was necessary in order to have a garden. Rather 
this event was accepted as an appropriate exercise in a noble 
oause-and-etrect relationship. As the garden was ever chang-
ing so also were the d1fferent operations of gardening; in 
tact, the ever-chang1ng scient1fio relationship between man 
and his garden was oonceived as being an essence of rural liv-
1ng. 
The diff1culty with this concept of a rural 11feand a 
rural landsoape is that it negleots to consider that w~ de.sire 
more than soientif1c education, health, and conven1enoe. ~­
p~rtantly, we also desire a balance of visual forces wh~on 1s 
so perpetual in its 1nterest and so harmonious within lt~ 
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Figure 3. Iowa state College of Agriculture and Meohanic Arts 
from 1884 to 1906 
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context that it exalts us by stirring our imaginationJ what 
we also desIre is a meaningful articulation ot esthetic pur-
pose. 
3. Desian 
The landscape deSigners who have toll owed President 
Welch have mutuall~ inherited the problem ot adapting a treely 
expanding university to a stationary natural park. It is not 
surprising, therefore, to find that the College expansion which 
took place during the seoond development perIod sought to 
achieve the same advantageous posItion en30yed by the orig1nal 
College. President Weloh had developed a superb landscape con-
cept based upon the visual significance of a middle landscape 
Visible from the Main Building. Although he looated some ot 
the minor College bUIldings inoluding the present-day Sloss 
Cottage, Osborn Cottage, and MUsic Hall, he did not tully ar-
ticulate a conoept which would specifIcally relate addItional 
buildings to the College landscape. In theory, he Inferred 
that an irregular natural dIsoipline which derived its meaning 
trom the IndiVidual peculiarities ot a site should be employed 
to locate and align buildings. In praotice, however, he aban-
doned an irregular natural disoipline in favor of an uncondi-
tional geometrio discipline. He initiated on the "colleg~ 
lawn" a free-geometry which established a north-south ninety 
degree relationship between bUildings. In etfect he was con-
tradicting his basic landscape theory by placing an emphasis on 
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the relationship between one building and another instead of 
between one building and a landscape. 
The disoipline of tree-geometry was employed on a large 
scue during the second development period. The result was an 
amb~guous building to building relationship--an over-powering 
building to landsoape relationship. The new major College 
buildings bOldly interrupted the flowing qual 1 ty ot the land-
soape. They did not delicately compose the landsoape rather 
they dominated itl they sought to take advantage of' the pastor-
al v1ews ln the same manner as had the Main Bullding. and ln the 
prooess they olosed oft the very views which they were seeking. 
Nevertheless. if the distant views were no longer impor-
tant. the near views available while moving along the walks 
were important. The new widely separated College buildings 
had created a need tor a system of walks connecting these 
buildings. It was desired that these walks should be conven-
lent to the movement between bulldings While at the same time 
ordered according to the principles of art. Thus a walk could 
be straight or curvilinear depending upon the obvious visible 
reason for its being either one way or another. With curvi-
linear walks 
••• no bend could ever be made that had not an obvious 
cause in the dlspositlon of the flower-beds. or of 
groups of trees and shru.bs placed along its marsin. or in 
the inequalities of the surface of the ground. (~7, P. 
164) 
With a straight walk it should aocompany a wall or linear 
features 1n the landscape. 
The emphas1s ln develop1ng concepts to order the appear-
ance of walks resulted 1n an elaborate system of walks whlch 
covered the extremes of the College grounds as well as the 
d1stanoe between bulldlngs. Movement along these walks pro-
vlded continuous delight ln the peroeption of rural resouroes. 
Here we can see an applioatlon of the limited oonoept of 
esthetlc purpose. No longer was the composed measure of a 
prairle landscape regarded as the essenoe of rural del1ght. 
Rather convenient aooess to rural resouroes was regarded as the 
essence of rural delight. It followed then that the College 
walks whlch were supposedly ordered according to the pr1no1ples 
of art were in real1ty ordered purely aocording to the demands 
of access. Esthet10 purpose was oonce1ved as solely the per-
oeptlon of beautiful ind1v1dualit1es. Thus the elaborate sys-
tem of College walks prov1ded a conven1ent surface for move-
ment about a central campus scattered w1th such man-made 
1nd1vlduallt1es as a bulld1ng, a railroad track, or a water 
tower and such natural 1ndlv1dual1ties as a lake, an orchard, 
or a forest. At a smaller scale, the College walks provlded a 
conven1ent surfaoe for movement about a oentral park scattered 
with such natural and man-made 1nd1v1dual1t1es as geometr1cally 
arranged flower beds, specimen plants of all sorts, water 
founta1ns, piles of cannon balls, or work sheds. 
Accordingly, the landscape changes wh1ch took place 
dur1ng the second development period were e1ther shallow 1n 
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their conceptIon ot design or obVious 1n there lack of concern 
tor design and integrity of the whole. The overwhelming con-
cern was not for an intellectual integrat10n of natural and 
technological resources bUt rather for an arbitrary collection 
ot these resources. 
t. Symmetrical Landscape from 1906 to 1916 
1. Des1gners 
Mr. J. C. Olmsted was the fIrst president of the Ameri-
can SocIety of Landscape Architects. partner In the landsoape 
architectural firm of Olmsted Brothers, Brookline, Massachu-
settes, and son of Frederiok Law Olmsted, deSigner of New York 
CIty's Central Park and San Francisco's Golden Gate Park. 
Professor A. T. Erwin was a graduate of the University ot 
Arkansas and Iowa state University, employee of the landsoape 
arohiteotural fIrm of Olmsted Brothers, president ot the Iowa 
Horticulture SocIety. and now EmerItus Professor of Hortioul-
ture at Iowa state College. 
2. Concept 
Mr. J. C. Olmsted presented to the College administration 
a written report in whIch he oonceived the Iowa state College 
landscape as an integral reotilinear town and natural park. In 
the report he Introduced general Ideas about the nature of'the 
College as eIther a park or a town and proposed specIfic Ideas 
about the form of the College as an integrated park-town. The 
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report contributed a bold concept to guide the changes in the 
College landscape. Unfortunately, however, there occurred a 
reciprocal breakdown in communication between Mr. Olmsted and 
the College, the College recognized in Mr. Olmsted's report 
only a concept of specific ideas about rigorous symmetry and 
monotonous geometry. As a result, it rejected the report and 
in dOing so it discarded significant general ideas along with 
less sign1ficant specific ideas. 
One of the difficulties was that Mr. olmsted's report was 
received as a working plan when in reality it was a broad con-
cept plan. Mr. Olmsted himself did not make this important 
distinction clear and indeed he contused the matter by closely 
integrating in his report design details with larger deSign 
concepts. For instance, the broad deSign concept outlined in 
the report generated an idea about a total Iowa state College 
landscape which was obvious in its separation of densities. 
However. the College did not get past its concern over the 
design details presented in the report about formal or symmetri-
cal relationships. As a result, the broad design concept about 
contrasting densities received little or no attention and in-
vestigation. 
Another difficulty was the inherited ideas and attitudes 
about the meaning ot a building in a landscape. Specifically. 
the classical building with its symbolic overtones genArated 
prejudices in Mr. Olmsted and the College administration Which 
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lead to confusion and misunderstandlng and ultimately to a re-
jection of the landscape concept proposed for the third develop-
ment period. In order to understand the scope of these preju-
dices and. respectlvely, the reason for this rejeotion, we 
must begin with the idea of the olassical bullding in the 
College landscape. 
By the tlme Mr. olmsted had vis ted Iowa state College 
two classical buildings had already been introduced lnto the 
landscape and a thlrd one was in the planning stage. The ldea 
of these buildings was lnitiated by President Beardshear and 
was a direct response to the 1893 World's Fair held in Chioago. 
The Columbian Exposition, as the fair was called, was designed 
to demonstrate the great industrial empire and to dignlfy the 
new empire by "clothing it in the robes of classic form." 
(19, p. 81) "Daniel Burnham, the chief archetict for the 
Columblan Exposition, uttered the magic words that marked a new 
era, Make no little plans. h (19. p. 81) The fair launched a 
movement of "classic revival" and city planning which swept the 
country. We can sense some of the enthusiasm for this movement 
in the following excerpts from one of President Beardshear's 
essays: 
The magnificent buildings that sprang up at the world's 
falr as if summoned by the maglc touch of some Aladdin's 
lamp in the hands of a dlvinity, first of all oame through 
the most patient plan and detall... (1, p. 201) 
The lmmediate outcome of the Columbian Expositlon was the 
grandlose clty plan prescriblng absolute symmetry, broad paral-
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lel avenues and interseoting diagonals, and distant vistas 
terminated by a monumental building, sculpture or fountain. 
The grand schemes were a response to chaos resulting from a 
rapid and unorganized change of ph:rsloal events. Everywhere 
the man-made environment was esthetically i~ha.r:l1onious and 
functionally unworkable. Aocording to D. H. Burnham, "the 
World t s Fair of 1893 was the beginning in his day and in this 
country of an orderly arrangement of extensive grounds and 
buildings." (4, p. 4) Western history and, specifioally, the 
Rena1ssance "grand style was called upon to create a great 
entity, a well-ordered, convenient and un1f1ed whole." (4, p. 
4) Time was of the essence and the "grand style" provided a 
ready-made solut1on at a scale which would have been immedi-
ately recognized as a statement about stabil1ty and order. 
Iron1cally, the Columbian ExposItIon d1d not dIsplay the 
geometrIc regularIties wh1ch were abstracted trom it. There 
were no ax1al v1stas or monumental focuses upon wh1ch one could 
gaze wh1le postulat1ng a s1ngular mean1ng in a culture. Bather 
there were urban consolidations and pedestrIan conveniences 
complexly integrated to achieve subtle oontrasts and irregu-
larly balanced to maintain harmony of the whole. BUild1ngs 
were no more or less important than the landscape whiohthey 
1ntimately defined or composed. Partioularly, olassical 
buildings with their symmetrical proportions and wrap-~und 
facades were uniquely related to the landscape. Used to a ,60 
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degree advantage their fronts and adjaoent sldes spaclally 
defined a plaza, square, or passage whlle their backs and 
adjaoent s1des plotorlally or sequent1ally balanced an urban 
or park oomposltion. 
The grand sohemes generated by the Columblan Exposltlon 
were symbolic statements about the quallty of a cul~are--a 
culture whlch was destlned to permanency and dlgnlty. On the 
other hand, the actual exposltlon communioated a more pat1ent 
and purposeful statement about a way of llfe--a llfe whlch was 
oonsolously and complexly involved wlth many harmonlous yet 
co~trastlng experlenoes. 
The slgalflcance of thls portlon of hlstory 11es in our 
iaherited ideas and attitudes about the elements whioh survived 
the period. Although nelther the prototype olassical building 
nor symmetr1cal landscape reallstioally expressed a way of 
life, olearly the symmetr1cal landscape proved to be in dls-
cordance wlth a freely-expanding democraoy. The result 1s that 
tor all of the plans and lnspiratlons primar11y the classical 
reached the status of reallty. What was needed to harmonlze 
an exploslon of Singular lnterests was a comprehensive state-
ment about a way of 11fe. Instead what was adopted was a 
limited statement about an aspect of culture--an aspect 
symbo11zed by the classical building. 
Partic~arly in the prairie region the classical building 
was regarded as a fitting expression of a culture. Its mass1ve 
proportions and riohly textured facade 1nterrupted the vast-
flowing prairie with an equal and challenging rhythm and scale. 
Whether in the oity pra1rie or park prairie, its monumental 
status established a symbol for dignity and permanency. 
Mr. J. C. Olmsted stated in his report that Iowa state 
College had outgrown and would oontinue to outgrow its oampus 
plan of widely separated buildings. He noted ot an expanding 
campus plan that the distance between buildings would increas-
1ngly become an 1nconvenience. He fUrther noted that causally 
enclosing the natural park with bUildings would enormously 
inorease the traffic through the park, and that this event 
would ultimately destroy the park by dividing 1ts lawns. 
To meet the College's need tor indefin1te expansion 8~d 
desire tor preservation ot the natural park, Mr. Olmsted pro-
posed a dense arrangement ot buildings radiating trom two sides 
ot an extended nataral park. He believed that a design ot a 
nucleus w1th 180 degree radiating fingers would preserve the 
natural park and permit the College an orderly yet indefin1te 
expansion. 
The concept was 10g1cal and there appears to be l1ttle 
doubt that 1t would have been more favorably roceived it 1t 
were not tor the class1cal building and 1t~ singular importance 
as an idea11zed ob3eot in the landscape. Inherited ideas about 
the meaning ot a bUilding 1n the la~dscape and, partioularly, 
about the meaning ot a class1cal building led both Mr.;Ol~sted 
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and the College to desire repose between buildings in a group. 
This event reflected a subtle desire for an expression of 
b'&1ilding individuality. An alternative would have been a de-
sire for calculated tension between buildings and, oonsequently, 
a desire tor a dynamio expression of the total group of build-
ings. The po1nt 1s that the d1fferenoes wh10h oame to l1ght 
between Mr. Olmsted and the College were not differences 1n 
des1gn prlnciples but relatlvely ins1gniflcant d1fferenoes in 
design methods. Mr. Olmsted proposed a reolprocal reposal and, 
respeotively, a symmetr1cal arrangement of College buildings. 
On the other hand, the College desired a staggered reposal and, 
respeotively, an informal arrangement of College bu11dings. 
Bad Mr. Olmsted fully artioulated his broad ooncept of the 
College as a town-like entity whlohfocused on denSity, there 
probably would have been enlightening differenoes in basic 
purpose. 
:3. Design 
Mr. J. C. Olmsted's proposed landscape design oalled for 
a rect1linear serles of academic rows. In brief, these rows 
were to orlginate with a north-south line lmmedlately to the 
rear of Beardshear Ball and an east-west line immediately north 
of Engineering Hall, renamed Marston Ball in 1947. The total 
academic grid then was to be unified by symmetrioally relating 
proposed and existing major classlcal buildings. Although Mr. 
Olmsted's proposal for radiating academic rows was not adopted, 
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F1gure 4. Iowa state College from 1906 to 1916 
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Figure 5. Pla~ Sketch Illustrating Mr. J. C. Olmsted's 
Concept of Iowa state College as a Natural 
Park and Radiating Reotilinear Aoademic Town 
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some of h1s other less dramat10 proposals were adopted. The 
ra11way was removed from the oentral lawn and re100ated north 
of Margaret Ball, destroyed by f1re 1n 1938. Also, Mr. Olm-
sted's reoommendat10n was followed in the 100at10n and grading 
of Agr10ulture Hall, re~amed CUrtiss Hall 1n 1947. 
There were many ohanges 1n the College landscape during 
the third development per10d. These ohanges included many new 
bu11d1ngs, paved roads and sidewalks, and new plantings. For 
the most part, these changes were coordinated and guided by the 
BUilding and Grounds Committee and, part1cular1y, by the Secre-
tary of that Comm1ttee, Professor A. T. Erw1n. Dec1s10ns wh1ch 
this committee formed in the realm of landscape des1gn were 
prlmari1y based upon funct10nal reason1ng; consequently, the 
result of the1r effort was an orderly landscape development. 
However, 1f the landscape development was orderly it was also 
undramat1c; 1t lacked the sp1r1t of sensitive variety and com-
plex harmony whioh can only result from interplay of both 
functional and esthetio reasoning. 
D. Sculptural Landscape from 1916 to 1923 
1. Designers 
Mr. O. C. Simonds was president of the American Sooiety 
of Landscape Arohitects and a princ1pal in the landscape 
architecture firm of O. C. Simonds, Ch1oago, Illinois. 
Dr. L. H. Fammel was a graduate of the University of 
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Wiscons1n and of Wash1ngton Un1vers1ty, cha1rman ot Iowa state 
Board of Conservation and head ot Botany at Iowa state College. 
2. ,Q9neept:. 
Mr. O. C. Simonds be11eved that the greatness ot a land-
soape was the power of 1ts esthetic scenery to "enrioh onets 
spir1t and teed one's soul." (.57, P. 233) specifically, the 
esthetic scenery to whioh he referred was an articulated view 
of the country, the woods, the ocean, lakes, rivers, and moun-
tains; 1n short, a view of nature. Whereas Mr. J. C. Olmsted 
developed a broad landscape concept to give definition to the 
oollective purposes of Iowa state College, Mr. O. C. Simonds 
developed a refined landscape concept to,dramatize a personal 
esthetic experience of the College. 
Mr. Slmonds oonce1ved the College landscape as a sculp-
tured natural park. In actuality, his sculptural landsoape 
des1gn was a subtle variation ot the piotorial landscape design 
artloulated by President Welch. President Welch designed a 
serles of natural piotures in whioh his principle oonoern was 
the composl tlona! balance of foreground. middle ground, and 
background outlines. Mr. Simonds, on the other hand, designed 
a sequenoe of natural scenes in which his principal conoern was 
the oompositlonal integration of complexly flowing masses. An 
important distinction between the two related esthetic theories 
1s that President Weloh's natural p1ctures were designed to be 
viewed from oertain designated advantage pOints while Mr~ 
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Simonds' natural scenes were designed to be viewed while mov-
ing along a way which was continuous and ever-turning in 
direotion. 
l-Ir. Simonds reoognized tha.t the vastness expressed in the 
open praIrie had the unique power of drawing one out and arous-
ing one's curiosity to invest1gate what is beyond the horizon. 
Llke President Welch and h1s ser10us contemporary landscape 
archItect, Jane Jensen, he discovered in the prairie a spirit 
whioh gave direotion to his oreative work. In reality this 
spirit stemmed from a personal interpretation o~ the essence 
or natural harmony of a prairie--a natural harmony whioh he 
interpreted as quiet surpr1se. 
Mr. Simonds synthesized trom his experience of the 
prair1e landscape a ver7 gentle and ultimately very important 
osoillation of h1s sense of pos1tion. This syntheSiS expresses 
a subtle but nonetheless significant contradiction 1n the human 
perceptIon ot a prairie landscape. Certainly it the vastness 
of the open prair1e has the power to draw one towards the 
mystery of the horizon. it also has the power to turn one away 
from the monotony of the disposition. Yet it is not s1mply 
vastness whioh contradicts the human perception ot a pra1rie 
landscape. It is vastness along with some qualities inherent 
in vastness suoh as obviousness. directness, and oneness to 
nrune just a lew. These are the overwhelming qual1tIes which 
suggest that the only limit to one's knowledge of a pralrLe 
landscape is the hor1zon. The subtlety here 1s the implication 
that the prairie horizon is a real place. 
What exoited the prairie landscape designers was not the 
mystery of a sweeping horizon but rather the ambiguous sense of 
human position whioh that horizon not only had the capacity to 
stir one's imagination but it also had the capaoity to dull 
one's senses. Without def1n1tion the prair1e landsoape with 
its dominating horizon has only the vaguest sort of human mean-
ing. There is a need as large as the prairie itself for a 
place in its vastness or oneness which has the soale of a human 
and which oan serve as a measure and thus give meaning to the 
prairie and its horizon. This concern for a human sense of 
place was a reoocurring theme both in President Welch's piotori-
al landscape and in Mr. Slmonds' sculptural landscape. It is 
important to note that the sense of place or feeling of posi-
tion whioh these designers sought to incorporate in their de-
Signs was not neoessarily a plaoe whioh one was supposed to 
physioally seek or use. In faot, for their deepest meaning 
these landscape places were not meant to be enteredl they were 
meant to be looked at, through, and around. They were not 
meant to be compartments whioh d1v1ded the prair1e. but rather 
elements which composed the prairie; they were meant to be a 
beautiful measure ot a poetic prairie. 
This sense ot plaoe which Mr. Simonds incorporated in 
his landscape designs was a sense of small personal worlds 
which had local influenoe; it was a sense ot quiet surprise 
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whioh resulted trom the dlsaoverJ ot an unknown prairie valley 
or dale. 
Mr. Simonds oreated these small worlds ot quiot surpr1se 
by massing foliage to define a meandering "lay of' recessional 
mystery and cham. He was a.11~ays ca:refUl, hm1ever, "that from 
a given point looking in onG direction there should be one 
pioture and in this picture sone special feature should pre-
dOminate." (57, P. 8) 
An interesting method ~h1ch we oan employ in order to be-
gin to understand the meaning of the foliage mass in the sculp-
tural landscape 1s to oompare it with the lawn in tho pictori-
al landsca.pe. In the pictorial l,andsoape the lawn or smooth 
surface is the flowing norm which 1s diversified by groups of 
treesJ it 1s the light in 8 plcture of h1gh contrasts. The 
reverse 1 s the soulpturs~ landscape where tbe foliage mass or 
molded surfaoe is the undulat1ng norm witich 1s relieved b.1 
sinuous ribbons of grass, water or pavement; it is the projeo-
tion in a sculpture of ea.sy rhythms. The soulptural landscape 
as molded by Mr. Simonds had a lineal quality whioh gave it 
direotion and thus enabled it to release the quiet drama of re-
oession. Unlike the sense of directness and obviousness which 
a landsoape vista would have d1splayed. lK.r. Simonds' landscape 
recession displayed a sense ot softness and myster1ousness. Be 
said about landscape art that 
'!he 1nterest in any view 1s increased. by an arrangement 
which piques one's curiosity. Think of the woods into 
which one gets glimpses leading to unknown depths, bays 
of lakes disappearing behind islands or promontories, 
lawns partly hidden by projeoting groups ot shrubs. 
Tbese give possible opportunities tor making discoveries, 
and such opportunities compete with variety in giving 
spice to lite. (57, PP. 13-15) 
3. Design 
In the contemporary central campus landscape there are 
few remaining planting designs which show evidence ot Mr. 
Simonds' sculptural landscape design prinoiples. The most 
notable ot these designs oan be recognized in the front view 
ot CUrtiss Ball. The design involves the building, a single elm 
located slightly in tront ot the building and tmmediately to the 
side, and the Vine, shrub or small tree plantings near the base 
ot the building. However, a oonsistent applioation ot Mr. 
Simonds' soulptural landsoape principles suggests that this un-
altered planting design was never completely finished. The de-
tails of the deSign whioh are missing include a massing ot 
shrubs underneath and adjacent to the trees and a meandering 
approach walk. While these details may seem relatively insig-
nificant they are nonetheless basic to the unity ot a plastic 
approach to landscape design. Without transitionary shrubs the 
etfect ot a tree or even a group ot trees as a sculptural mass 
is almost totally diminished and without a meandering walk the 
etfect ot tlowing continuity is interrupted. 
Mr. Simonds would have purposefully pOSitioned a toliage 
mass in tront ot CUrtiss Hall so to challenge the buildings 
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scale. Specificall,. he would have directed attention in a 
middle-distant view away from the singular expression of a 
monument towards the complex express10n of a oomposition. The 
combination of bul1ding and follage masses would have been 
integrated so as to achieve an asymmetrical balance of over-
lapping and interpenetrating forms. 
l~. Slmonds' tullr articulated soulptural landscape desien 
was oonstructed ln the viclnity ot Lake LaVerne. His work in 
this area was extensive and inclUded the lake deslgn as well as 
an extensive planting design. At that time there were no 
major buIld1ngs in the southern portion ot the campus and, re-
speotivel" no buIlding masses in his sculptural compositions. 
In the pure foliage oompositions around the lake. Mr. SLmonds 
incorporated the sky In the same manner as he would have in-
corporated a buIldlng ln a compOSition by asymmetricall, dip-
pIng the toliage masses so as to almost sooop up the respeo-
tive sky or building. In comparison w1th the central lawn 
area, the Lake laVerne area was smaller and more lntimate in 
scale. By care~lly molding rather delicate masses of shrubs 
and small trees, Mr. Simonds was able to successfull, drama-
tize this quality through harmony. 
Farticularly In the realm ot planting des1gn. Mr. Simonds 
art1culated comprehensive desIgn theorIes to guIde works of 
landscape art such as the Lake LaVerne oomposition. TO a large 
degree these design theorIes were adaptat10ns of composItional 
theories about color, texture, and contrast which pa1nters and 
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Figure 7. Sketoh Views of College from 1916 to 1923 
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sculptors had employed for centuries. In order to apply these 
theories, however, Mr. Simonds reasoned that 
one must know plants, know how they look, how large they 
will grow, when they leaf out in the spring and drop their 
leaves in the fall, the colors they put on at various 
times, the date of blossoming and fruiting, and all the 
facts that have a bearing on their appearance. One must 
know the soil each species likes to grow in and the slope 
most favorable to its growth. Arrangement is the very 
essenoe of landscape gardening and one may flll a life-
time wlth observation and study and also with pleasure. (57, pp. 66-67) 
Mr. Simonds' Lake LaVerne landscape composition was 
typioal of his reliance on deoiduous plant materials. He felt 
that in general, evergreens were boldly tnharmonious in a soft 
prairie landsoape. In his sculptural landsoape designs he did 
not need the variety or oontrast whioh an evergreen would pro-
vide. Rather he aohieved variety through variation of forms 
and through quiet variations in oolor and texture. Contrast 
was very important in his oompositions, and it was provided by 
the meandering but oleanly defined ground plane. This was a 
subtle teohnique and one that was probably sensed rather than 
absolutely known. Interestingly, it did not make any differ-
ence whether the ground plane was a lawn, a path, a road, or a 
lake. In faot, 1t was the path or road used in oombination 
w1th the lawn or lake which gave Mr. Simonds' landsoape compo-
sitions a lineal and continuing quality. A road which was used 
to this advantage was the then newly oompleted road which to-
day enciroles Lake LaVerne between the Memorial Union and 
Friley Hall. Mr. Simonds' use of this road was aocording to 
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oaloulated esthetio purpose. He was not speoifioally oonoerned 
with the view from the road bUt rather the view of the road. 
Certainly the relatively insignifioant amount of traffio in 
1916 offered little opposition to this highly esthetio treat-
ment around the lake. 
In a great many respeots Mr. Simonds and President Welch 
parallelled eaoh other in their thoughts about the landscape 
environment. Their methods of design were varied but their 
philosophy which generated the method of design was the same. 
Both designers were absolutely adamant in the1r conviction 
about the purpose of a landscape. They recognized the need for 
utility in the landscape but they positively rejected any form 
of utility as a landscape end. They believed that without 
exoeption a landscape's basic purpose was esthetic inspirat10n 
and, specif1cally, an 1nspirat10n whioh was oonsc1ously spon-
taneous. 
E. Spacial Landscape from 1923 to 1950 
1. Designers 
Professor P. H. Elwood was a graduate of Cornell Universi-
ty, landscape arohitect for the Agriculture Extension Servioe 
of Massachusetts state College, professor of Landscape Archi-
tecture at Ohio state University, vice-president of the 
American Sooiety of Landscape Architects, and head of the 
Department of Landsoape Arohitecture at Iowa State College. 
Professor A. H. Kimball was a graduate of the University 
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ot california and ot Massaohusetts Institute of Teohnology, 
professor ot Archltecture at the University of Illinois, super-
vising architect at Iowa state College, and head of the Depart-
ment of Architectural Engineering at Iowa state College. 
Professor R. R. Rothacker was a graduate ot Ohio state 
University and ot Iowa state College, horticulturist tor the 
United states Public Health Service, chairman of the Committee 
tor campus Development and Maintenance at Iowa state College, 
and professor ot Landscape Architeoture at Iowa state College. 
2. Conceat:o 
The spao1al landscape designers oonceived the College, 
firstly. as a plan expressing an orderly and logical relation-
ship between use areas and, ultimately, as series of well-
organ1zed volumes. each volume or outdoor room "skillfully de-
vised to provide the most usefUl and pleasant space for its 
specific tunction." (56, p. 79) The concept of a spacial 
landscape was a highly rational concept of order and unity 
through structure; it was a concept of three dimensional ex-
periences. 
Sf providing limits and definit10ns tor calculated 
environmental uses, the spaoial landscape reconciled the in-
creasingly d1ff1cult indefinite oont1nuity ot the purely es-
thetic landscape. In dOing so, however. it drastically contra-
d1cted the poetic landscape philosophy 1nit1ated by President 
Welch and continued by O. C. Simonds. No longer was the 
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landscape viewed as a middle-distant 1deal. Rather the land-
scape was sought as a convenient ideal experience. Th1s dis-
t1nction was basic as it represented a fundamental change in 
the philosophy which generated a design concept for the College 
landscape. It was a change from a poet1c landscape philosophy 
to a more prosaic landscape philosophy; 1t was a change from an 
esoter1c, spontaneous theory of esthet1cs to a more pragmatic, 
controlled theory of esthetics; 1t was a statement about the 
future twenty-years development of Iowa state College land-
scape. 
The concept of a spacial landscape emerged out of a two 
d1mens1onal abstract10n of the College's needs and goals, and 
it reflected a des1re for order and, respectively. a desire for 
1ncreased meaning for the College's collective purposes. It 
follows then that the spac1al landscape began with the group-
ing of related physical objects and human activit1es into dis-
t1nguishable use areas and with the arranging of the use areas 
into a logical sequential organization. In fact, not only were 
the uses arranged according to logic but the designing process 
itself was organized according to exacting 10g10. 
After the use areas were analyzed and deslgnated the llnk-
ages between them were analyzed. The 11nkages between use areas 
provided for the movement of people, goods, and wastes as well 
as for the communication of informat1on, amenit1es, or repuls-
10ns. In this manner the Agriculture College was conceived as 
11nked to the Eng1neer1ng College v1a the amenity of the 
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central lawn. There were no hard and fast rules as to how and 
when a given set ot activit1es should be 11nked together. Here 
again it was a matter of logic. For instance, the Collegets 
res1dential facilities were conceived as activities wh1ch should 
be convenient to academic facilities of the College, the commer-
cial facilities of the community, and the social facilities of 
the student union; automobile traffio was conceived as an 
aotivity whioh should be convenient to the academic facilities 
but separated from the pedestrian use of these faci11ties. 
These 1deas as to desired linkages were based not only on the 
interactions between act1v1ties, but on general ideas as to 
c1rculation. visual form, and site character as well. 
The College use areas as conoeived by Professor P. H. 
Elwood, A. H. Kimball. and R. R. Rothacker were 10glcal in 
disposition and intentionally simple both 1n pattern and in 
category. In general, use areas were designated according to 
their suitability for use along w1th their suitability for 
ma1ntenance. Intricacy in definition was avoided in favor of a 
pattern whioh would offer maximum convertibility and fleXibili-
ty. Specifically, what was desired were open areas within which 
some activity could be assigned which would of itself preserve 
and maintain the respective open space. 
In developing a land use concept for the Iowa state 
College landscape the designers went beyond the limits of the 
College site. They stud1ed the density and character of the 
surrounding community so to relate the College activity 
patterns to the larger activity patterns of the community as a 
whole. To a certain degree the preferred arrangement of uses 
on the College site depended on the outside links such as 
vehioular movement, convenience to commercial and other public 
facilities, or surrounding negative influences. 
The pattern of activities which the spacial landscape de-
signers developed in plan and to a limited extent 1n actua11ty 
was the result of a logioal total organization of uses and 
the1r linkages. The general visual form of th1s pattern was 
orderly and efficient in function. However, the oharacter of 
the designed pattern was highly abstraot and, in fact, was 
based upon the preconoeived oonventionality of a symmetr1cal 
hierarchy or a balanced axis. While the general disposition of 
use spaces was accordlng to the loglcal peoularities of a par-
ticular set ot circumstances, the pattern or visual form of the 
total disregarded the detailed oonsideratlon ot the aooidents 
ot the slte and small scale individualities of use or form. 
Nothing in land use technlque requires that all uses of 
one type must occur in one looation, or that they must 
not be intermixed with other uses. Mlxtures of uses may 
be most desirable for reasons ot contrast or continuous 
use ot the slte. (40, p. 29) 
This is not to say that the general torm or logical total de-
veloped in the Twenty-Year Development Plan ot Iowa state 
College was 11l-conceived. Bather it is to point out the need 
for a simultaneous development ot both a logical pattern which 
expresses a clear general form and a local pattern whioh "re-
sponds to the details of site aotivity." (40, p. 33) It 1s 
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to fUrther point out the need to recognize alternative general 
forms such as "the ring, the conoentrio peak, the radial star, 
the symmetr1ca1 hierarchy, the axis, the line, the oonstella-
tion of clusters, the network, the checker board, the reoti-
linear gr1d." (40, p. 34) 
Tbe lntrinslc formal character of each of these patterns 
has certaln funotional 1mplloatlons, such as rlgidity or 
flexib11ity, d1spersed or conoentrated oommunioation, 
speoial1zat1on or repetitio~ of parts... These patterns 
once applied oan be 3udged on many counts, but most 
likely two will be oruciall the aocessibility provided 
between units, whioh is basic to the functioning of the 
whole; and the sense of form and organ1zat1on that will 
be conferred on the final design, whioh ls fundamental to 
its esthetlc quality. (40. p. 34) 
Simultaneous with the development of activities patterns 
was the development of ciroulation systems. Use areas by 
definition were conceived as useless areas without the pre-
requis1te of vehicles or pedestrian access. The abllity to 
reach, leave, and move within an area was deemed as absolutely 
neoessary to the function of an area. Importantly, however, the 
ciroulation system was oonceived as more than a system of local 
acoesses; it was conoeived as a total system 1ntimately re-
lated through hierarchy to both the localized activities and 
the combined aotivities. "The Circulation system was conceived 
as hav1ng the oharacter of defined channels with terminals and 
interchanges and as having the definition, control, and speoial-
ization necessary to handle a speoifio quantity of flow." (40, 
P. 39) 
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:3. Desie 
In 19:32 Pres1dent B. M. Hughes d1reoted that all of the 
heads of the College's various div1sions and organizations 
should prepare a selt-survey to improve the College program and 
to est~mate future developments and needs. Based on the data 
assembled 1n this survey. Professor P. H. Elwood and A. H. 
Kimball prepared a Twenty-Year Plan for the physical develop-
ment of Iowa state College. 
The purpose ot the plan was to present a graphical state-
ment illustrating the designer's interpretat10n of a compre-
hensive physical development of the College. The plan was de-
sisned with the intent that it should serve as a general gu1de 
to the functional and esthetio development Of the landscape; 
it was intended that 1t should be taken seriously 1n every 
statement. 
The plan provided tor about tr1ple expansIon ot the 
College's central campus physical fac11ities between the years 
1935 to 1955. In general, the pattern or the plan reflected a 
disposition of six basic categories ot College act1vitles. 
The first category oompr1sed the passive act1v1ties and 1no1ud-
ed such use areas as the des1gned central park and forecourt 
gardens and the preserved Pammel Woods and College Creek. The 
second category comprised the academ1c activIt1es and, respeo-
tively. three academic use areas. These use areas extended 
from the periphery of the oentral park and included the Agri-
culture College located along the east s1de ot the park, the 
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College of Science and Humanities located along the north side 
of the park, and the College of Engineering located along the 
west side ot the park. The third category oomprised the resi-
dential and athletic activIties. These activities included the 
men's housing and ph1sIoal education use areas which were 
located south and west of the central park and the women's 
housing and ph1sical education use areas whioh were located 
south and east ot the central park. The fourth category com-
prised the administrative and social activities which were 
located in a single use area at the southern extent ot central 
park. The fifth oategory comprised the agricultural research 
and maintenance aotivities whloh were located in a oontinous 
use area along the NorthWestern RaIlroad tracks and in low 
lands east ot the central park. The sixth category compr1sed 
the integrated College-public activities and included such use 
areas as a football stadlum and a theater-auditorIum. The 
graphical statement about the sixth category did not appear on 
the TWenty-Year Development Map. Instead it appeared on sup-
porting study maps which were drawn at a scale large enOUgh to 
include the surrounding general oommunity. PrImarIly, however, 
these supportIng maps were used to develop a oomprehensive 
understanding of the proposed College circulatIon system. 
The basiC torm of the proposed ciroulation system was 
that of the concentr10 loop. The loop road encircled the 
central park from Bissell Road on the west to Wallace Road on 
the east and from OsbOrn Drive on the north to Union Drive on 
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the south. The pr1ncipal entranoes into the loop road were via 
West street, Welch Road, or Knoll Road. Some ot the advantages 
which the loop road afforded the plan were two choices of 
direction to each destination, access to a use area without 
dividing them, oontinuous progressive movement for service 
oiroulation, and alternate ex1ts. Another advantage of the 
loop road was a convenient distribut10n of parking lots and 
separation ot through vehicular traffio from the predominantly 
pedestrian aoademic areas. 
For the most part the Twenty-Year Development Plan has 
not been tollowed. Only the broad use areas tor the six bas1c 
categor1es ot College actiVities have been generally distribut-
ed according to the plan. Also, a tew ot the landscape spaces 
conceived 1n the plan have been constructed. The bold concepts 
tor veh1cular c1rculat1on and for sequent1al spaces have not 
been adopted. It is interesting to note that the amount of 
area allocated to parking in the plan has only been exceeded in 
the last oouple of years. 
Some examples of the landscape spaces whioh were conce1v-
ed in the Twenty-Year Development Plan and whioh ex1st today 1n 
the contemporary College landscape include the fore court to the 
Memorial Union and the mall and forecourt to the Landscape 
Architecture building. In the contemporary College landscape, 
these landscape spaoes exist as localized entities; however, 
as they were orig1nally oonceived in the Twenty-Year Plan, 
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they were to have been an integral part of a total entity of 
interpenetrat1ng and sequential landscape spaces. For in-
stance, at the scale of the area the central campus space was 
conceived as linked to the surrounding prairie space throl1gh 
the interpenetration of ecological spaces such as Fameel ~oods 
and College Creek and through the interpenetration of agricul-
ture spaces such as the flood plain. pasture fields. and Lake 
LaVerne forest plots. At a somewhat smaller scale the central 
park was conceived as a contrasting or linking space for the 
concentric academic spaces. At a still smaller scale the 
loosely defined landscape spaces such as the foreground to the 
central park were conceived as linked to the highly defined 
spaces of architecture through architectural appendages such 
as a mall or forecourt. It followed then that the circulation 
systems were conceived as continuous channels which both linked 
and defined a wide ra~ge of spacial landscape scales. 
As conceived in the Twenty-year Development Plan, the 
enclosing media for the highly defined landscape spaces or out-
door rooms included plant materials, topography, and buildings. 
However, the enclosing media which was actually employed to 
define outdoor rooms 1n the College landsoape consisted almost 
ent1rely of plant materials. Although the basic form of an 
outdoor room was usually conceived as rectilinear, the defini-
tion of the rectilinear form could be either formal or 1nformal; 
it could be either symmetrically balanced and geometric or 
occultly balanced and irregular. On the other hand, neither 
the formal nor 1nformal outdoor room was purely one way or the 
other. Bart1cu1ar1y w1th1n the tormal outdoor room there was 
always a carefully planned trans1t1on from tormal to 1nforma1. 
The 1dea was that the outdoor rooms should flow one 1nto the 
other visually as well as spacially. 
The forecourt to the Memorial Union and the mall to the 
Landscape Arch1tecture building are representative examples of 
torma1 outdoor roams. In the same manner, the forecourt to the 
Landscape Architecture building is a representative example of 
an informal outdoor room. There have been many volumes written 
and, consequently, many theories developed as to the method of 
des1gning an 1nformal or tormal outdoor room. The synthesis of 
these design theories reflects a variation on two design themes, 
that of the axis and the mass. 
In the tormal landscape space, the axis dominated an 
otherwise stat1c enclosure with a rhythm1c continuity. It was 
a symmetr1cally balanced ninety-degree extension of arch1tecture 
into the landscape; it was a l1neal c1rculat1on channel punc-
tuated w1th arresting modes, its purpose was both esthetic 
delight and social commun1cation. Interest1ngly, the circula-
tlon axis in the tormal landscape space represented the only 
oonc1ous effort to direct the local dlsposit1on of a circula-
tlon channel accord1ng to esthet1c purpose. The oirculation 
channels were regarded as two-d1mens1onal conven1ences for 
ach1ev1ng three-d1menslonal experiences. FOr the most part 
then the d1spos1tion of the circulation channels at the 
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locallzed scale of the pedestrlan was according to pure tunc-
tlonal reasonlng. Thus the rlbbons of pavement whlch cross the 
central park bOldly d1vide the tlowing lawn rather than sensl-
tively compose it. 
Whereas the formal landscape space was conceived as an 
architectural extension, the informal landscape space was con-
celved as a landscape ooncentration. The purpose of the in-
formal landscape space was purely esthetio del1ghtl lt was de-
s1gned to capture some of the essence of the natural park. 
While it 1s d1ffioult to assign an absolute extent to any given 
landscape design, it becomes obvious that there are certain 
l1mitations within which a given set of c1rcumstances will pro-
duce the desired effect. Partioularly 1n the case ot the in-
formal landscape space the lim1tations as to extent are very 
important. An interesting example of this phenomenon can be 
recognized in the torecourt to the Landscape Architecture 
building. or obvious interest 1n this des1gn is the mass. In 
tact, the mass is so interesting that lt soon becomes apparent 
that the mass ls the sum and total of the design. It is not 
the quality of hollowness that arrests our attention as would 
be the case ln a formal landscape space or geometrio outdoor 
room. Wlthout any doubt lt ls the highly rhythm1c and continu-
lng mass which arrests our esthetic des1res. 
The essence of the lnformal landscape 1s not the defini-
t10n ot a hollow by a mass bUt rather the detln1tion ot mass 
by a hollow. This distinction is very lmportant for two 
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reasons. F1rstly, 1t g1ves strong indications that there are 
certain rather definite limits as to the extent of an informal 
landscape space. If our esthetic interest In the informal land-
scape space lies solely in the expression of the mass, then it 
would seem resonable that our position with respect to the 
mass is critical. Obviously, we must be at a suffioient dis-
tance so as to be able to see the scope of the entire mass and, 
at the same time, we oannot be at such a distance so as not to 
be able to see the detail of the mass. Also, if the mass is 
gOing to appear as such then it must have suff1cient propor-
tions in length, breadth, and height whIch lend it the quality 
of be1ng a mass wIth respect to human proportions. 
The forecourt to the Landscape Architecture buIlding 
illustrates the s1gnificance of the extent of the Informal 
landscape space with respect to human proportIon and position. 
It Illustrates a reoccurring phenomenon In many Important land-
scape designs. The forecourt to the Landscape Architecture 
building, like the pictures In the central park or the scenes 
through and around the Lake laVerne sculpture, achIeves Its 
deepest meaning when vIewed from a distant position. By com-
posIng from a dIstant posItion, the forecourt lends to the 
observer a sense of posItion and thus relates, by means of 
esthetic observation, the observer to the landscape and the 
landscape to the observer. DIstant position in the case of the 
informal landscape spaoe was a new sense of scale in the 
oollege landscape. 
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The second distinot1on in the essenoe ot the Informal 
landsoape spaoe is in aotuality an inseparable part of the 
first. It the hollow defines the mass, it follows that the 
exper1ence ot this relationship 1s of a piotorial nature rather 
than a spacial nature. This event 1s unique beoause it drama-
tIzes the suocess ot three hIghly different approaches to 
pictorial landscape design. 
Common to eaoh ot the PIctorial approaohes to landscape 
design was the dominant center ot interest and the rhythms and 
oontrasts ot texture. outline. and oolor whioh built up and 
supported the center ot interest. Also oommon to each of these 
approaohes was the sense of complex oontinuity or asymmetrioal 
balance. In the purely piotorial landscape the oenter of in-
terest was a dIstant horizon and the supporting rhythms and 
contrasts were groups of trees and a tlowing lawna in the 
sculptural landscape the center of interest was a distant 
building or a near horizon and the supporting rhythms and con-
trasts were masses ot foliage and a meandering surfaoe. In 
these two approaches the variety ot plant mater1als were 
neoessarily greatly simplified to maintain the integrity of 
the whole. The OPPOSite was the informal landscape space in 
which the mass of plant materials was both the center of in-
terest and the supporting rhythms and contrasts. In this 
approaoh to a piotorial landsoape desIgn the plant materials 
were highly varied to maintain the interest 1n the whole. 
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F. SUburban Landscape from 1951 to 1966 
1. Deslgners 
The campus landscape archltect·s offlce ls staffed wlth 
one professlonal landscape archltect and one or more student 
landscape archltects. 
The staff which makes up the supervising architect's 
off1ce varies between one and flve professional archltects. 
2. Concept 
A retrospect of the oontemporary landscape sltuation 
suggests that there is no total landscape concept and, conse-
quently, no local landscape conviction. Instead there is 
passive rationalism about a series of individual decisions 
affecting circulation and use needs of the expand1ng Iowa state 
Un1versity. The conclusion of this rationale appears to be a 
sentimental belief that a blanket of vegetation will lend visu-
al olarity and meaning to the Universlty's collective needs 
1nd1v1dually planned. 
Wh1le there may be some doubt as to whether or not the 
Univers1ty's funot10nal needs will be met on the basis of in-
dividual deo1s1on, there 1s pos1tive evldence that the Univer-
sity's sensuous needs wlll not be met on this basls. 
What we requ1re 1s a landscape, technically organlzed so 
that lts parts work well together, but visually coherent 
as well, and whose visual image is congruent with its 
life and action. (39, P. 55) 
DUrlng the initial years of Iowa state University, most 
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of the College aotivities inoluding studying, dining, and 
sleeping were housed in the Main BUilding. The proximity ani-
mated an intimate intelleotual and social life while at the 
same time it animated desire for a sense of meaningful position 
in an ambiguous extent of prairie landsoape. The artioulation 
of this desire was an esthetio definition of the prairie land-
scape; it was a series of landsoape piotures of composed rural 
views; it is the oontemporary oentral park. The visual and 
teohnologioal suooess of this man-made landsoape has been prov-
en through the test of time. It reflects the result of a de-
cisive intent to meet the College's sensuous as well as oirou-
lat10n and use needs within the context of social proxim1ty and 
visual infinity. 
The relevanoe of this event is not that we should pre-
oocupy ourselves with the study of a historical landsoape solu-
t1o~, but rather that we can direct the knowledge of a histori-
oal landscape oonoept to dramatize the meaning and value of our 
oo~temporary landsoape solutio~s. Clearly the oontemporary 
Iowa state University with its rapid expansion of physioal 
facllltles and its segregation and dlspersion of aotivlties 
demands a vastly different oonoept of landscape ohange from 
that of the initial College. yet the oontemporary conoept of 
landsoape change with its obvious regard for an 1ndividual 
buildlng 1n a vegetative sett1ng appears to be an ambiguous 
reconcilation of the initial oonoept of a oentral building in 
a natural park. 
The d1ff1culty 1s that the Univers1ty has not resolved 
present landscape complexit1es and future landscape uncerta1ni-
t1es 1nto a positive statement about contemporary landscape de-
s1gn. Bather the University has resolved the present landscape 
s1tuation w1th its complexities and uncertainties into a 
passive statement about the whittling away of historical land-
scape designs. 
It tollows then that there are three issues ar1sing out 
of the present landscape situation. The first of these in-
volves a piecemeal concept of funct10nal adequacy while the 
second involves a traditional concept of pastoral landscape 
1magery. The th1rd issue 1nvolves an 1nteract1on of the pre-
vious two issues and a result1ag passive approach to landscape 
solutions which they affect. For instanoe, 1n the case of 
funct10nal adequacy, new roads are planned with little or no 
cons1deration given to such basic questions as whether or not 
the total activlty pattern wlll encourage or discourage auto-
moblle traff1c or whether or not lt ls deslreable to encourage 
or discourage this traffic. In the case of pastoral landscape 
imagery, the central park is preserved without seeking to 
understand the meaning of the park and the signiflcance of 1ts 
preservat10n ln the contemporary scheme. Lastly, ln the case 
of passlve landscape design, a suburban pattern of w1dely 
separated actlvitles 1s assumed to be the lnevltable conclu-
slon to future adaptabllity and homogenity. 
Landscape change of the type incurred by the contlnual 
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development or Iowa state University is not a change which is 
governed by natural laws or growth. Importantly, this change 
is governed by the will or human intelleot. As a result, the 
quest10n is not whether the University landscape is planned or 
designed but rather the question is whether the design is 
piecemeal or oomprehensive, equivocal or meaningful, inevitable 
or controllable. 
:3. Design 
The contemporary Iowa state University landsoape design 
reflects a subtle but nonetheless pure fUnotional approach to 
landscape design. A landscape design "deals in 1ts essence w1th 
three fundamental patterns of location in spacel a pattern of 
activity, a pattern of circulation. and a visual pattern-form." 
(40, p. 116) Although the contemporary University landscape 
design has not considered these landscape patterns in the light 
of a oomprehensive des1gn procedure. it has in the light of a 
p1eoemeal des1gn procedure considered the first two of these 
patterns. The significance of th1s event 1s that the piece-
meal deSign procedure is cloud1ng the fact that the third 
Visual pattern-form has not been considered as an integral 
part of the contemporary University landscape design. 
In the contemporary University landscape SitUation, use 
facil1ties are unanimously conceived as protected from chaos 
by a softly defined cushion of outdoor space. Within this con-
text, the addition of a new building or a new parking area is 
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virtually unnoticed as it is quietly incorporated into a stand-
ardized functional design theme of minimum spacial allotment and 
1nto a standard1zed v1sual design theme of facade unity and 
plant material var1ety. 
While this contemporary landscape des1gn procedure has 
created a landscape situation which is neat, soft, and for the 
most part orderly, it has also created a landscape situation in 
which the visual pattern-form is limited by superf1cial esthet-
ic theory. A mean1ngful esthet1c experience is not a react10n 
to such isolated cond1tions as facade un1ty or plant mater1al 
Variety. It is a reaction to a v1sual and functional whole in 
which comprehensive purpose has been skillfully controlled. In 
the case of landsoape des1gn, it is the total organization of a 
space which is loose, continuous. and ever-chang1ng in aspect, 
and a space which is formed with build1ngs. earth, rock, water, 
plants, and light. 
The visual success of a landsoape s1tuation depends upon 
the sk111 1n control11ng three essent1al cr1teria. The first 
of these visual cr1teria deals w1th the building of a mental 
image. This image is the visual reaction to the great number 
of objects in an exterior scene; it is the complex Iowa state 
University experienced as a loose whole. Imagery deals in the 
broad simple defin1tions of form which give 1dent1ty and a 
pervading sense of place to a part1cular situat10n; 1t deals 1n 
generalit1es of pattern and form wh1ch d1st1ngu1sh Iowa state 
University from the town of Ames and from other colleges and 
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universities. 
The second essential visual criterion of a landscape de-
sign is that "it should exhibit a rhythmical continuity: a 
oompositional succession of spaces or textures or objects ln 
whioh each part relates harmonlously to the next but whlch 
makes a constant play of variat10n of a basic theme." (40, p. 
81) 
This 1s a complex phenomenon which involves a balanc1ng 
of torces and a relating of parts in areas too extensive to be 
seen at a glance. It involves relat1ng parts by such methods 
as 
••• maintaining common scale of space or mass, or simply 
by sim1larities ot form, material. color or detail, such 
as common bu1lding mater1als, a homogeneous ground sur-
face, or un1form planting. The parts may further reveal 
a relatedness through a common single-minded purpose or 
the impact of a dominant force, suoh as a powerful cl1m-
ate or a h1ghly organ1zed culture. (40, p. 84) 
In the same manner forces are balanced through d1fferen-
tiation, dom1nance or contrast. Thus a dark and narrow street 
1s related through d1fferentiation to a broad avenue on which 
it emerges or a qu1et park 1s related through contrast to an 
1ntensive shopp1ng center which fronts on it. Related d1f-
ferent1ation, dominance or contrast seen in sequence or at a 
glance br1~g out the essence of a feature and put the observer 
1n touch w1th a wide range of experiences. Near may be compar-
ed with tar, flu1d with fixed, famil1ar with strange, light 
w1th dark, solld w1th empty, or historical w1th contemporary. 
The third essential v1sual cr1ter1on is that the 
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landsoape design should be meaningful. Its parts should be ex-
pressive of their position, their funotion, or of the human 
values attaohed to them. SUoh meaningfulness applied to the 
University's central park requires that if this pastoral park 
is desired as a contrasting element in the oontemporary 
University scheme, then intensive and oomplex use of the park 
must be disoouraged. On the other hs.nd, if this pastoral con-
trast is not desirable or possible then the oentral park must 
be redesigned so as to be harmonious with the oontemporary set 
of circumstances. 
The ineffioiencies in the co~temporary University land-
soape design are not necessarily the ooasequence of unskilled 
or inexperienced design personnel. Bather they are the con-
sequenoe of an 1neffeot1ve network of decision and an in-
effective program of determinants. Regardless of the sk1ll and 
experienoe of the designers, they can only operate within the 
toleranoes established for them by a h1erarchy network of de-
cision. Thus in the oase of Iowa state University, a fully com-
prehensive approach to landscape design is possible only to the 
extent that the opportunity for this approach is oreated by the 
networks of command and deo1s10n. 
The iaeft1ciences 1n oo~temporary University landscape 
des1gn are also the consequence of a lack of long-range plan-
ning. Even at its best contemporary University landsoape des1g~ 
can offer no more than part1al control over the environment. 
Importantly, it is subjected to the protraoted growth of the 
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Univers1ty and to the degree 1n wh1ch long-term control and 
d1rect1on are exerc1sed. 
As future bU1ld1ng and the1r uses cannot be known, what 
is needed 1s a "general1zed plan of land use, c1rculat1on, and 
major space, supplemented by d1agrams. statements and 1llus-
trat1ve deta1ls wh1ch w1ll gu1de the general character of 
future growth." (40, p. 110) 
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III. CONCLUSION 
For over one hundred years, Iowa state University has 
been a university in a park; however. in the very near future 
the park will be an event 1n the university. While the situa-
~ 
tion ot a university in the park is based upon a pastoral ideal 
and is conceived as a natural landscape image, the situation 
-----------~-
of a park in the university 1s based upon an urban ideal and is~ 
conceived as a city landscape image. There is a very important 
-------- - . difference between the two images. with the rural image nature 
is infinite and the landscape abounds 1n the form of a park 
designed in a natural manner. The opposite is an urban image 
in which man is dominant and structure abounds in the form of a 
city designed tor convenience and variety ot experienoe. 
Either the rural ideal or the urban ideal could represent 
a noble aspect of liVing, but the etfect of obtaIning the 
reality of a desired ideal may be limited to the depth in whIch 
the ideal is understood. The rural ideal carried to its ex-
treme is spontaneity and irrationallty; It is a rural llte and 
a natural pastoral landscape; It is romantic. On the other 
hand, the urban ideal carried to its extreme Is order and con-
trol; it is an urban lite and a structural or geometric land-
scape; It is ratlonal. 
The Initial college env1ro~ent with its natural land-
scape and Its rural llfe was romantic in expression. However, 
at the same time the initial college environment was rat10nal 
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and oarefully planned. The paradox here 11es 1n the con-
oeptual 1mage of the adm1red 1deal. In terms of a human env1-
ronment an 1deal 1s more than a ph11osophy, 1t 1s a oonoept1on 
and a des1red 1mage; it 1s an 1mage ot a landsoape wh10h 1s 
v1s1ble, ooherent, and olear. Also, 1t 1s a conoept1on whioh 
ident1ties the 1deal through organization and struoture. In 
the oase of the romantic or natural landscape, the 1deal 1s an 
image of an 1ntinite natural landscape and oonoeption of a 
nsubtle art whioh oomposes the landscape with asymmetrical 
balanoe in depth, un1 ty of character. harmony of color, and 
etfect ot light and shade." (34, p. 10) In the case of ration-
al or struotural landscape, the ideal is an image of a oi ty and 
a concept of a I~ulti-purpose, shifting organization, a tent 
tor many fUnotions, raised by many hands and with relative 
speed." (39, p. 91) 
Clearly, substantial new add1t1ons can no longer be ab~ 
sorbed into the Iowa state University landscape without dis-
-
rupting the h1storical pastoral image and its respeotive scale, 
-
rhythm, and balanoe. In oonolusion, there is little doubt that 
the University will adopt an urban image. It tollows then that 
the suocess ot the future University landscape design will 
measurably depend upon the vigor and understanding in which the 
urban image and its respective scale, rhythm. and balance is 
adopted. 
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APPENDIX A I A REPORT ON THE PROBABLE 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS OF IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
June 2nd. 1906 
Dr. A. B. storms, 
Pres1dent Iowa state College. 
Dear S1r. 
Hav1ng v1s1ted the Iowa state College, and hav1ng oon-
ferred w1th you and other members of the faoulty and ot the 
Board ot TrUstees, as to the probable future requ1rements ot 
the College, we subm1t the follow1ng report. 
We f1nd that the ma1n oollege oampus is unusually large 
and beaut1ful. 
We learn that when the college was started 1ts f1rst 
pres1dent. realiz1ng that the bare pra1r1e land, however 
beaut1ful 1n 1tself, was not attraotive 1n 1ts bare state as 
the setting for oollege buildings. and feel1ng the need of 
shade, of reliet trom the glare at an unbroken sky, and ot 
shelter trom the t1erce prairie w1nds, studied landscape gar-
den1ng and d1rected the plant1ng ot the grounds with trees. 
Tbe or1g1nal plan appears to have been the s1mple and 
natural one ot hous1ng the college at f1rst 1n a large, long 
bU1ld1ng. It was located on the h1ghest ava1lable spot, with 
1ts long axis north and south and faced east so as to command 
a good view down a gentle slope, across a w1de grassy r1ver 
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bottom, toward the objeot in the vicinity having the greatest 
human interest, namely the little town of Ames, embowered 1n 
trees. 
The gently sloping lawn east of the Main Ball was lett 
mainly open, but was framed in, d1vers1fied and beautif1ed by 
planting irregular masses ot trees north and south of it. care 
was taken to preserve Vistas from and toward the Main Ball and 
sutficient, irregular open spaces were lett in the more exten-
sively planted southern part ot the grounds and elsewhere tor 
varied eftects. A sheltering wind screen ot trees was also 
planted along a north and south fence l1ne a few rods baok ot 
the Main Ball. 
The trees so planted have now grown to pract1cally mature 
s1ze and what can readily be 1nferred to have been the designed 
landscape eftects have been duly realized. They are Simple 
and beautiful as everyone who v1s1ts the grounds must at once 
appreciate. The first general plan was well conceived and serv-
ed adm1rably tor years. 
The f1rst mod1f1cat1on ot the plan necessitated by the 
growth of the college was not at all a ser10us one. When some 
additional minor bu1ldings were to be built, they were located 
south and west of the Main Ball where they did not at all in-
tertere w1th the central. open landscape. 
The seoond modification of the plan oocurred when several 
addit10nal bu11dings of more ambitious arch1tectural des1gn and 
more imposing height and mass than those last above referred to 
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came to be built. These were located north and northeast ot 
the Main Hall and were bold17 made to take every landscape ad-
vantage of the great central lawn by being placed in its bor-
ders and faced east and south upon It. 
The thIrd modification of the original plan occurred when 
the large Dalr.y Building was located at the east or lower end 
of the great central lawn and taced west upon it. This large 
building has practically obstructed the onl, distant view and 
has had the effect ot trankl7 closing ott the landscape con-
nectlon of the great central lawn with the broad, open slopes 
and extensive meadows beyond (east). 
The fourth modification ot the original plan occurred 
when the large and imposing Engineering Ball was placed well 
back of the Main Hall, yet not directly back of It, the idea 
being that there would be some view of the central lawn from 
It and that It would be seen trom many parts ot the central 
lawn. 
The plan so Inaugurated and modified was similar to that 
toll owed at the Ohio state University and at Lawrencevull 
School, name17 a naturalistic park having a central lawn diver-
sitied In grades and by groups of trees and single trees 
surrounded b7 picturesque buildings ot Irregular plan and 
masses and tree architectural style Intended to harmonize with 
the Irregular masses of toliage and with each other. At Iowa 
State College, however, there had developed a strong reluctance 
to placing the buildings on all sides ot the lawn. This was 
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due, however, more to appreoiation of the beauty ot trees as 
suoh than to regard tor the greater and nobler beauty of land-
soape, for the Dairy BUilding was permitted to blook the prin-
cipal view directly in front of the Main Ball. However, this 
is done and w1th the growth of the college it would have been 
necessary tor some bu11ding to be placed where it would block 
that view. 
The fundamental concept10n ot a plan or scheme thus de-
veloped is admirable. It is commonly designated the "park 
plan" or "landscape" plan, implying thereby a natural1stic 
landsoape treatment. This is an erroneous narrow1ng of the 
meaning ot both park and landsoape, slnce both a park and a 
landsoape can be absolutely tormal and yet be beautiful, al-
though the people ot this oountry have, with comparatlvely tew 
exceptions, had but little experience of beautiful tormal 
parks or landscapes. 
The plan as so far developed has been very sat1stactory 
and has been greatly admired and would continue to be so were 
it not for two d1ffioulties. 
First, the trees planted were mainly of sott wooded and 
short lived varietles, so that every year many are broken by 
storms and rendered feeble and shapeless by orowding, in con-
sequence of which they are gradually becoming deorepit and 
succumbing to drought and oold and 1nseots. 
second, the oollege has outgrown and wlll oontinue to 
outgrow the informal landsoape plan through increase in the 
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number of students and teaching force and through differentia-
tion and development ot methods of instruction. The result is 
that many more and much larger bUildings are required and the 
1nconvenience of ~idely separated bu1ld1ngs is more felt every 
year, and the lawns are more worn out year by year by the 
enormous increase of traffic trom building to building. 
Moreover. a marked change of fashion in architeoture has 
oocurred, as a result of whioh the newer bu1ldings bes1des 
being much larger than the older ones are now designed in the 
exceedingly formal, classic style and w1th very proncunoed 
symmetry in at least the tront elevation. The increased size 
of the building tends to make them out of scale with the trees 
and lawns and being constantly more numerous the buildings 
dominate and supersede the comparatively small and modest 
naturalistic landsoape treatment. The tormal buildings come 
to demand, most obviously and urgently, formal relations to 
each other, and their symmetry cries for recognition in the 
lay1ng out of the roads and walks and plantations among the 
buildings. 
Wh1le it seems inevitable that good taste required that 
formality and symmetry ot design should be increasingly evident 
in the grounds between and immediately about the buildings it 
does not tollow that the naturalistic park landscape at a 
greater distance from the aggregation of buildings should not 
be preserved and extended. particularly in the broken southern 
part ot the campus and wherever the ground is rolling and 
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irregular. 
The first d1fficulty although distressing and Important 
requires only time and intelligent effort unremittingly applied 
to be overcome. It can be and is beIng ml tlgated by gradually 
cuttlng the poorer trees and replanting Wherever des1rable with 
oaks and long 11 ved trees. 
Tbe second difficulty 1s a great one, and wh11e matters 
have perhaps gone too far to enable an ideal and perfectly 
satisfaotory plan to be deVised and oarr1ed out yet if the 
princlples of des1gn and the praot10al requirements of oollege 
business are clearly apprecIated and constantly applIed, rea-
sonably credItable and satIsfaotory results can be looked tor-
ward to. It will soon strike anyone approaoh1ng the problem 
trom th1s point of view that certain ot the informally de-
signed buildings will, in time, through the erection of classio 
style buildings about them, come to have an aspect of inoongru-
1ty which w111 imply that they must be removed when the oollege 
can afford to do so. 
We may mention, b,y way of illustrat10n rather than as a 
oomplete summary, some of the ideas or prinoiples which ought 
to have careful considerat1on in connect10n wIth plannIng the 
grounds and buIldIngs. 
First, the students' work1ng bulldings should torm a 
oentral nuoleus corresponding to the business oenter of a town. 
Second. the res1dent1al buIldings should be relegated to 
an outer zone. 
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Th1rd, the business buildings should be assembled aooord-
1ng to their uses. The main leoture roam buildings, oorres-
ponding to the ottioe buildings ot financ1al inst1tut1ons in a 
town, may be given central and prominent locations, as can also 
tbe librarr. the chapel, the adm1n1strat1on offIce bU1ld1ng. 
when there 1s a separate one, and others the purposes of whioh 
are qu1et and dignif1ed and for which a relatIvely costly and 
formal style ot architeoture 1s appropr1ate. Those stud1es 
whioh requ1re laboratories, 1nvolv1ng dlsagreeable no1ses or 
smells, or tor which more or less cheap and temporary aooommo-
dat10ns tor experlmentlng or storage and 11ke utilltarian 
purposes may be needed. from time to time, should be aooommo-
dated in buIldings so situated that they oan have rear premIses 
without offense to the appearance to the grounds as a whole. 
Some of this class of buIldings may often best be a little out 
of the oenter. as are usually the factories of a town. 
. 
Fourth, the business buIldings should be distributed 
accordlng to the department of instruction. If the buIldings 
were small and numerous rather than large and few, this would 
often be looked atter better than 1t 1s and with less contusion. 
In that case there might be a radiating street tor eaoh depart-
ment and as it grew It would naturally expand outward. along Its 
street instead of push1ng circumferentlally Into Its neighbor's 
terr1tory. The Idea 1s s1mple enough and when once appreclated, 
1t w1l1 doubtless govern the seleotion of s1tes fa1rly well 
hereafter. 
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Tbe Engineering and Agricultural Departments will need 
most space reserved tor expans1on, but they should spread out-
ward and not across into the spaoe needed tor the expans10n of 
the Departments of Languages II of Elementary Mathemat1os, Chem-
1stry and other Soienoes oommon to two or more Departments, not 
to mention Phys1cal CUlture whioh so far as it is oonduoted in 
a gymnasium ought to be centrally located and to have room to 
expand. 
Fifth, until such time as the appropriations are large 
enough in proportion to the accommodations to enable buildings 
to be thoroughly fireproof throughout and of first class 
materials and ot dignified s1ze and proportions and style, they 
should be limited in he1ght, to lessen the danger ot loss of 
lives 1n case of tire and they should be of modest yet respect-
able materials, suoh as br1ck, and unpretentious, yet by no 
means displeasing arohiteotural des1gn. Taking the oountry as 
a whole. there has been a notable improvement 1n the arch1tec-
ture ot munioipal sohools, while many c1ty halls, oounty oourt 
houses, and we regret to say, many oollege build1ngs are pre-
tentious, but obviously very cheap, tmltations of costly cut 
stone architecture. Their oolumns and portiCOS and cornioes 
and domes and cupolas are but little more durable in material 
or painstak1ng 1n workmanship than the frankly temporary build-
1ngs ot the World's Fairs. College professors should have too 
much intelligence and taste and love of honesty to endorse 
wooden or galvanized iron 1mitations of stone architeoture. 
Sixth. a suffioient similarIty of materials used tor the 
exter10r of bu1ld1ngs and in arohitectural style should be 
maintained to seoure a harmonious general effeot. An almost 
riotous l1cense has prevailed in many ot our most prosperous 
colleges which has reduoed suoh a hodgepodge of architectural 
units as to be more distressing to persons ot cultivated taste 
than the architectural beauty ot individual buIldings is grati-
fying. Some of these lncongrui ties are being m1 tigated by 
tear1ng down the older and less costly buildings, and the 
fundamental necessity of a general harmony, with only local and 
minor contrasts, is tar from being recogn1zed by oollege 
architects and administrations., 
Without going further into principles of design we Will 
reoord some practical advice which may be ot servioe in gu1ding 
the physical g~owth of the college. 
The f1rst diff1culty when we oome to the application of 
prinoiple ot design 1s the existence ot a dummy railroad right 
1n the ornamental front lawns of some of' the most laportant 
bu1ldings. It is convenient.-ver,y much so,--bu.t so are sewers 
and stables. For the same reason that we 1ntelligent and re-
f1ned Northerners do not admire the very oonvenient and econom-
1cal open sewers 1n front ot the dwell1ngs ot New Orleans and 
other semi-tropical c1t1es, and for the same reasons that we 
would make 1ts residents averse to an electr1c ra1lway through 
Vandeventer Place or Westmoreland Place in st. Loul$. or Fifth 
Avenue adj01n1ng central Park in New york. all conoerned ought 
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to teel Wil11ng to acoede to the removal of this railway and 
to the looation of a modern electric railway baok far enough 
of, that is north ot, Margaret Ball, to leave room for needed 
additional working buildings. There oould be a break in the 
lawns between what might be the college campus proper and its 
outlying dependencies. BUt to deliberately layout a new 
electric railway w1th its long, heavy, dangerous, noisy, vul-
gar and conspicuous cars, directly in front of handsome college 
buildings. cutting through their refined and beautiful broad 
lawns would seem to most intelligent and unprejudloial people 
an almost incredible yielding of love tor the beautiful and 
appropr1ate to a blind, narrow-minded greed tor utility and 
personal aversion to even the exertion ot walking say 200 yards. 
If it had not been tor the existenoe of the old dummy road, we 
doubt it the idea ot running a great interurban eleotrio rail-
way olose to the tronts ot lmportant college buildings and de-
stroying the beauty ot the lawns would even have been proposed. 
muoh less ardently advooated or selfishly assented to by pro-
fessors and students. TrUe, the wishes of professors and 
students should ever reoeive respecttul and oareful attention 
from the Trustees, but we take it Trustees are apPOinted not to 
Carr1 out the w111 of a majority of the professors or of the 
students, whatever it may be, but to use their best judgment 
and to decide in View of the tuture as well as with regard to 
present requ1rements and oonditions. Colleges are permanent 
institutions, as a rule. They grow and change bUt much ot 
what is done now will ald or hamper, beautify or permanently 
disfigure the grounds and through them part of the enjoyment of 
life of untold numbers of teaohing torce and students for man, 
generations to came. FUb1ic opinion and that of the college 
commum1ty would, we firmly believe, always regret the decis-
ion (1f it should be made) ot the Trustees to allow the new 
interurban electrio railway to run through the lawns and among 
the prinoipal college buildings. The inoongrUity would in-
evitably become more marked with the erection ot eaoh new large, 
handsome college bUilding ln the fUture. We earnestly reCOM-
mend that the location asked tor by the new interurban elec-
trio ra1lway be not granted, but that Q location north of the 
college build1ngs that will accord with a reasonable plan tor 
the tor the disposition of tuture college bUildings. such as 
that we shall now partially descr1be, be offered them. In 
olosing our professional protest against the location of the 
proposed electric railway south ot Margaret Hall, we beg to 
assure the Trustees, through you, that the electrio railway, 
1t so located, will very greatly interfere not only w1th the 
plan for location of future buildings which we shall advise, 
but we have been unable to think of any other disposition of 
buildings, that would be satisfactory, that would not be in-
terfered with by the location ot an electric railway as pro-
posed. In other words, we believe the location proposed was 
dev1sed to meet present commercial reqUirements and with little 
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or no regard tor any reasonable or suitable plan for the d1s-
pos1tion of future college bu1ld1ngs. We certainly could not 
reoommend the Chemistry-Physics Ball to be where we have plan-
ned it, it the electric railway is to be there. Various 
sensatlve 1nstrQ~e~ts could not be used and many delicate ex-
periments would be vitiated or become impossIble in suoh close 
proximity to an electrio railway. Most l1kely the oollege 
would have to spread' its buildings ov~r the b~Autltul lawn. 
and into the pioturesque park, to Av~id the electric rail~Yt 
if located as proposed. 
Hereafter. there sh~~ld be a more orderly disposition ot 
buildIngs and it present fashion controls th~re will be m~re 
symmetr1cal bUildings, 80 that the mot1ves ot an architeot in 
sque~zlng the heterogeneous requlre~p.nts of the 1nterior 
aocommodations into torm9l and symmetrioal exte~iors ought to 
be tollowed in the placing of bltildings, with respect to eaoh 
other. 
The relation of the Engineering Building to the ~~in 
BUild1ng 1s not as tormal as it should have been to correspond 
w1th the symmetry in design of each of these build1ngs. The 
two ~~11dlnzs are parallel with eaoh other but "staggered", as 
the mechanical engineer would say. so as to give the Engineor-
ing BUilding a view upon the oentral lawn and oonversely to 
enable it to be seen from it. This 1s an idea and a good one 
for informal ~d smaller buildings, such as professors· resi-
dences. ~~t its applioation 1~ the ~resent case 1~ unfortunate 
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in its results. More and prObably still larger tormal buildings 
have yet to be located. 
We advise that sites tor tour large bUildings be reserved, 
in two rows, two buildings to be north ot Engineering Ball and 
two north of Main Hall. Let that next north of Engineering 
Hall be rather near to it, say within about 60 or 80 feet of it. 
This we think should be a long bUilding, north and south, with 
two wings, pro3eoting westward, and should be tor ohemistry and 
physios, the northerly part being tor chemistry. 
In the Main Bu1lding row there should be a large bu1lding 
with its center d1rectly east ot the center of the Chem1stry-
Physics Ball. This bu1lding in continuation of the class of 
buildings devoted to the HUmanities and not requiring labora-
tories should, we think, be a joint library and museum, so plan-
ned that in time the l1brary w1th its reading and study rooms 
may take more and more ot the bu1ld1ng. so that eventually the 
Applied Art Department may be moved into another bU1ld1ng. 
Probably the best idea would be to make this bu1ld1ng in a 
series of units around one or more 1nterior courts, which could 
when completed be rooted and lighted trom ampleclere story 
windows or by sky11ghts. Its situation is suoh that it should 
have two fronts, fac1ng east and west. While centered on 
Chemistry-~sios Ball 1t could eventually be much longer. It 
might even extend south to a po1nt as tar north of the east and 
west axis of Engineering Hall as the north end of the Main Hall 
is south or it. 
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North ot the Chemistr1-Physios Ball would be a site whioh 
might be oocupied bT a somewhat tempora%7 Assembly Hall. We be-
lieve it is hardly worth while to have suoh a building of monu-
mental oonstruction and design, sinoe its purpose is to contain, 
as a single audienoe. the whole body of students and 1nstruo-
tion force and numerous Visitors. It would perhaps be best to 
have a steel and wire lathing and cement roof and oeiling that 
would be non-inflammable and yet not too oost1y to rep1aoe when 
the need arises, as it surely will. When it is to be super-
seded, this site may be in more pressing demand tor a soience 
laboratory build1ng. In that oase the larger assem'blT hall 
can be erected turther from the central bUild1ngs. 
The corresponding site east ot this in the HUmanities 
Row can be used tor a School of Pedagogy or tor a school of 
Arts and Crafts or Appl1ed Art or of Music or Oratory or some 
other profession. 
Directly back of the Main Hall and south ot Engineering 
Rall is a site which calls tor a small building. This might 
perhaps be an office building, tor dOing business With the 
students particularly. It would relieve the Mein Ball trom 
this burden and enable it to be devoted more exclusively to leo-
tures and studies. Poss1bly it might not be as convenient tor 
the students. It so. it m1ght be usedior faculty and com-
mittee meetings and for the President's office, whioh would 
leave space in the Main Ball tor lecture purposes. 
FUrther south in the science row, there would be a site 
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tor a Mechanical and Electrlcal Englneering Hall, slmllar in 
slze and style to the present Engineering Hall and correspond-
lngly related in distance and direotion trom the Main Hall. 
When stl1l other buildings ot the same dignified size 
and style are needed tor the Department of Engineering, it is 
likely that they would better be west of the Engineering Ball 
in a row parallel with it and far enough to leave a large 
"back yard" sort of area for one-story, cheap shops and sheds 
and odds and ends. It may be this ugly area could be par-
tially closed in and to a great extent hidden by additional 
goodlooking buildings along the north and south sides of the 
rectangle or square. This should be studied, and it feasible, 
kept in mind. Presumably the north side of the northerly 
buildings should line with the north side of the present 
Engineering Ball and the south side ot the southerly buildlngs 
with the south end of the future Mechanloal and Electrloal 
Englneering Ball. 
It has been contemplated that the athletic and baseball 
fleld, now crowded by Engineering Ball should be given up and a 
new athletic field located in the nearly level land ln the 
southwest COrner ot the college campus. This may do tor a term 
ot years sufficiently long to tully justify the eventual relln-
qulshment ot the ground for buildings and the transfer of the 
Athletic Field to some dlstant locatlon either down toward the 
river or north ot the railroad. Its great convenience, es-
peoially after the proposed electric railway has been run, as 
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we have recommended, along the slde west of the area where the 
Grand Stand would bOt is certa1nly suffioient to warrant run-
n1ng the risk of having to lose the 1nvestment eventually. The 
tact that 1 t is nearly all underdrained already would make it 
cost less than a site near the river, which moreover would have 
to be dyked and at times drained by pumping to make it aval1-
a.ble. 
The most convenient slto for a m.ents gymnaslum lJould seem 
to be southwest ot the present Eng1neering Laboratory and at 
the northeast corner of the Athletio Fleld. It should be oon-
siderably further south of the straIght east and west road than 
the new Socla1 Ball, because it may prove necessary to move 
that road south to make suitable space tor the proposed Mechan-
lcal and Electrical Engineerlng Hall. 
When the more pressing needs ot the college tor students' 
working buildings have been met, we believe the policy of 
building dormitories will be inaugurated. When sites for dor-
mitories come to be in demand, it seems olear enough that the 
women's dormitories will be north of Margaret Ball, but tar 
enough trom it to leave space tor working bu1ldings tor the 
women students. The ments dormitories would best be in the 
nearly level area that would remain between the westerly row Of 
Engineering Department buildings above referred to and the west 
boundary of the college oampus. Both men t s a..l'1d women's dormi-
tories it long and narrow should run north and south ,so all 
rooms will have sun e1 ther morning or afternoon. Eaoh ot the 
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ments dormltories should be centered on the east and west axis 
of either Engineering Hall, Main Hall or Mechanical and Elec-
trioal Engineering Ball, or else the space between them should 
oenter on one or the other of these axes, and the north ends 
ot the northerly ones should line up with the north end ot 
Engineering Hall and the south ends of the southerly ones should 
be on the east and west line correspondIngly south of the east 
and west axis ot Main Hall. In this way an orderly grouping 
of buildings will eventually result which will always prove 
more satisfactory in every way than the irregular, hand to 
mouth, short-sighted way of locating each building without re-
gard to the many' other buildings wh1ch the needs ot the future 
will cause to be erected. 
It would seem reasonable to layout defln1tel,. what may 
tor oonvenienoe be called a street, only it would be mostly 
turt, 80 teet or 100 teet wide running east and west immediate-
ly north ot Engineerlng Hall and another equidistant south of 
the east and west axis ot Main Hall. The latter may be wider 
than the other so as to oenter exactly on the Sooial Hall 
around which the little roadway can pass by a gentle curve. 
The Social Hall can be considered as the eastern terminus of 
the southerly straight road. This location of the southerly 
road will determine the north slde of the Ments Gymnasium, if 
it 1s put near the northeast oorner of the new Athletio Field. 
There would be another open strip or street probably 
100 teet or 1$0 teet wide extendlng northward trom the oentral 
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lawn just east ot the suggested large L1brar7-MUseum building. 
The next large working building tor women could face west up 
this. It is assumed of course that Morrill Ball being poorly 
buil t and out of harmony 1n style. presumably, with the new 
L1brary, would be eliminated, but the new Library could be 
fin1shed first. Another grassy street running north could be 
reserved between the present Agricultural Hall and Margaret 
Hall. It should be 100 feet or 120 teet wide. It located next 
the Agr1cultural Ball. there would be a space west of 1t for 
another woments working building fac1ng east. 
There would remain a site for another women's working 
bu1lding between the two suggested and facing north toward the 
street, about 100 teet north of the existIng east and west 
li ttle roadway. In this street would, we think, properly be 
the eleotric railway as suggested in our preliminary report. 
The women's dormitories would best be placed around an 
open rectangle north ot the electrIc railway street. There 
could well be two long ones runnlng north and south on the 
west slde of the quadrangle and two on the east side w1th square 
bu.ildings in the middle ot the north and south sldes. The dor-
mitorles unless flreproof should be only two storles hlgh. TO 
give greater accommodations they might be longer than usual, 
but they should be so designed as to express thelr resldentlal 
character, as by low ceillngs, compared w1th the working build-
ings, bay wIndows, balconies, chimneys tor open fire-places and 
the 11ke. They should in fact have a deo1dedly domestio etrect, 
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avoiding the usual pla1n barracks or factory aspeot so co~on 
in college dormitories. It would be economical to have a 
central dining hall and k1tchen at the middle of the north side 
and a soclal hall in the m1ddle of the south side. 
The next w1de grass1 street would be east of the present 
Horticultural establishment. The space between this street and 
that last descr1bed would not be very large but would probably 
be sUff1c1ent for both the Biolog1cal Department and the Hort1-
cultural Department. It seems the best available place for 
these purposes. Botany. ZoolOS1. Ph1s1ology and other sc1ences 
of vegetables and animal life should have adequate recognit1on 
and should eventually be provided w1th laborator1es and collec-
t1ons. Biology and Hortioulture mlght be at f1rst accommodated 
so tar as lecture rooms and professors' studies are conoerned 
1n a bu1ld1ng together here. instead of having BOtany accom-
modated in the top story of the Main Hall along w1th the 
Humanity stud1es. It atter further study the space here should 
prove inadequate, these Departments m1ght be provided for 
northwest of Eng1neering Hall. although the space would be 
lim1ted bf the cultivat10n patches of the Department of Agr1-
cul ture. unless 1 t should be deo1ded that these experiemnts 
could be transferred to some more d1stant ground. 
It has been proposed to locate an An1mal HUsbandry 
BUlld1ng on the knoll 1n the southwest corner of the pasture 
east of the road that crosses the railrOad. Th1s appears to 
accord well w1th the general plan which we have out11ned. but 
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care should be taken to keep lt well south ot the proposed 
electrl0 rallway street and on the east slde of the proposed 
grassy north and south street east of the present Horticulture 
Bullding. The locatlon of the proposed new Agricultural Hall 
would influence the location of this 120 foot grassy street and 
be affected by it. The two should be consldered together and 
when determlned the proposed Anlmal Husbandry Building can be 
located to fit the proposed street. Unless there ls some 
reason to the contrary, the center line of the road to the 
railroad may as well be taken as the axis for the reserved 
space, the new Agricultural Ball east wlng belng kept 60 feet 
west trom this center llne and the west tront of the Animal 
Husbandry BUlldlng belng kept 60 teet east of It. The grade ot 
the An1m.a1 HUsbandry BUlldlng should be establlshed with due 
regard to the probable profile of the electrlc railway street, 
and probably that would require that a few feet in depth of the 
top of the knoll should be cut ott. The land southward Of this 
ls conveniently located tor an tmportant future building of the 
Department of Agriculture, bUt is ln need of grading. It will 
help it greatl, to set the new Anlmal HUsbandry Bl1ilding lower 
than the present surtace ot the knoll and to use the earth to 
till up the low ground. There would be sltes tor two or three 
agricultural bUildlngs. They should it possible have impOSing 
tront bull dings bat may have work shops or oaboratories in 
their rears. 
The proposed Agricultural Hall, already authorized. is to 
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be longer than and perhaps fUlly as imposing as the new Main 
Hall, reoently ocoupied, and it will be olosely similar to it 
in arohiteotural design. SUch a building is far too important 
to appear to have been placed casually on a little r1se ot 
ground and without symmetrical relation to the new Main Build-
ing. Clearly a decent regard tor art requires that it should 
be so plaoed as to be on the axis ot the Main BUilding, and 
fao1ng it. It cannot for reasons that are obvious to anyone 
familiar with the oonditions, be placed in symmetrical relation 
to the Main Building in any direotion from it exoept east. It 
1s true there are disadvantages in plaoing 1t at the lower end 
ot the central lawn fao1ng the Main BUilding, but the advan-
tages tar outweigh the disadvantages. 
Without having stud1ed out a comprehensive plan for the 
disposition of numerous other buildings which will probably 
have to be built hereafter, 1~ seems a reasonably safe proposi-
tion to keep this building tar enough west ot the new Dairy 
Building to permit the extension southward in a stra1ght l1ne 
of the straight road already existing 3ust east ot Horticultur-
al Building. This will minimize the d1sadvantages of seeming 
to somewhat eftaoe the relation ot the Dairy BUilding to the 
central lawn. There wl11 stl1l be a broad and handsome view of 
the central lawn from the Da1ry BUild1ng past the north end of 
the proposed Agr10ultural Ball and plenty of good views will 
remain of the tront of the Dairy Building trom the northern 
parts of the oentral lawn, and doubtless eventually a 
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suff10ient v1ew w11l be opened up to and trom the Da1ry BUild1ng 
past the southern end ot the proposed Agr10ultural Ball by the 
partial thinn1ng out of ex1sting trees at present needed for 
soreening the small res1dences ex1st1ng there. 
Located as proposed, the finished grade 11ne along the 
west tront of Agr1cultural Hall should be ra1sed by f1111ng to 
about S or 6 feet above the ex1stlng surfaoe at the middle of 
that tront. (Less at the ends.) The slope ot the ground to-
ward the east ls such that to preserve a des1rable degree of 
harmony with the landscape cond1tions, the flnished grade line 
along the east side ot the long part of the build1ng ought to 
be about three teet lower than we have advised for the west 
tront, and at the east end ot the proposed projecting wlng at 
the middle of the bul1ding, the f1nished grade should be about 
two feet lower yet. It would even be reasonable to have the 
f1nished grade along the east front of the building low enough 
to expose the whole basement, thus mak1ng 1t poss1ble to plan 
usefUl leoture to other students' working rooms in 1t. 
If some other adjustment of the f1nlshed grade along the 
east tront of the build1ng 1s not made. 1t will be, we can only 
suppose, trom mot1ves of economy in the construction of the 
bUilding. SUch an eoonomy we can hardly belleve to be wlse or 
necessary at the expense of the good appearance of the bul1dlng 
in its relation to lts surround1ngs, including not only the 
ground surfaces but trees 1n the vicinity and espeoially the 
Dairy BUildlng. Th1s ls just one of the points of des1gn in 
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whioh the TrustoQS and Professors flre liable, through laok of 
outt101ent experience in suoh spaoial matters, to yield to the 
idea of eoonomiz1ng in masonry and fall into the irremediable 
error of sotting the building too low, or of necessitating the 
creation, by filling, of ugly grades and a gawky relat1onsh1p 
of the building to the local landsoape. of whioh it will beoome 
the dominating feature. We venture to lay partioular stress 
on this important matter because we did not have a conferenoe 
with tbe arohiteot, and as we have known or many cases in whioh 
arohitects have set buildings too low in ord.er to save in ex-
pense of foundations, or have insisted upon a level grade line 
all about the building when a slight slope would have been 
muoh more harmonious with the landscape, and also because we 
noticed that the Dean of the Depart~ent of Agrioulture had be-
come so impressed with the same applioation of the motive of 
econoIllY as to have seemingly lessened his tear of produoing an 
ugly result 1~ the way indicated. In short the question or 
grades abOut this building is an unusuallY' important and dif-
ficult one, and we recommend that we be authorized. after 
learning, through correspondence, it possible, or the views ot 
the De~~ and of the architect, to prepare grading plans for the 
surroundings ot this building. If this ls to be done, the area 
likely to be affected, and a margin of about 200 feet in addi-
tion, extended eastward to the east slde of the circuit drive, 
should be cross-sectioned at intervals of twenty-five feet and 
trees located and a plot sent us as soon as possible. 
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The tact that the large area rema1n1ng free ot 1mpor-
tant work1ng bu1ldings in the southern part of the college 
campus 1s so irregular 1n topography and that it 1s well fur-
nished with the trees originally planted, makes 1t exceedingly 
desirable to reserve it mainly tor landscape etfect. 
Another ob3ect1on to having buildings in this part of 
the campus is a practical one, but in its bear1ng upon the 
beauty of the landscape it is a vers important one. Th1s is 
that it there are bu1ldings there it will inev1ta~y follow in 
t1me that the great natural lawn will become traversed in many 
directions by short cut paths and these would tor the most part 
have to be improved as a matter ot comfort and convenienoe into 
regular walks with hard, smooth pavement. This may seam in-
credible to many who hardly notice the tew short cut paths now 
being worn in the grass, but we have had occasion to study this 
matter in many cases for years and we cannot too strongly ex-
press our conviction that buildings On the south s1de of the 
central lawn w1ll inevitably lead to cutt1ng 1t up with broad 
walks •. The looation of the new Agr1cultural Hall as proposed 
w11l oompel the laying out of a walk east and west through 
the southern part of the lawn. Th1s oan be laid out on a lo~g 
graceful curve with branohes at each end to meet the require-
ments of foot traff1c, and by keep1ng 1t sl1ghtly depressed and 
somewhat among groups of trees ex1st1ng or to be planted, 1t 
w1ll be comparatively unobtrus1ve. No doubt other walks W11l 
have to be la1d out from the new bu1ld1ng to other pOints. All 
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th1s 1s bad enough, but a moderate area of lawn between the new 
Agr1cultural Hall and Main Hall can be kept free of walks. If 
more bu1ld1ngs are put around the south side of the central 
lawn, a great part of 1ts natural beauty would unquestionably 
be lost by cutting 1t up with walks. W1th the l1mited number 
of students hav1ng occasion to cross the lawn the wearlng of 
short-cut paths has not been marked, but the trouble ls bound 
to inorease faster than the lncrease in the number ot students 
and teaching torce. The present Musio Hall should be elimina-
ted from the south slde of the oentral lawn as soon as other 
prov1s1on oan be made for musio. 
We suggest that the present Veterlnary School be altered 
and lmproved lnto a hospltal for students. The new Veterlnary 
Hospital oan be in the southeastern part of the college grounds, 
away from all other bUildlngs and frequented grounds and con-
ven1ent of access for persons bringing diseased animals to it. 
It should be surrounded by trees, but not shaded by them. 
It does not seem to be a good polley for the college to 
provide lts teaching force with dwelllng houses, for various 
practical reasons, but certain attendants of barns and green 
houses must live close to their work, as they are llable to have 
work at any hour of the night as well as during the day. These 
cottages are not necessarily large. If they are made of wood, 
they can be moved when neoessary at no great cost, so it seems 
well to have them close to the working places their occupants 
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have to go to, but generally a little further out from the 
central lawn. ay suitab[e planting they can be made unobtru-
sive. 
Many other topics might be discussed, but we must leave 
them for consideration as they arise. 
Yours respectfully, 
(Signed)Olmsted Brothers 
